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Investigations of planetary boundary layer processes and particle formation in
the atmosphere of planet Mars
Anni Elisa Määttänen
University of Helsinki, 2007
Abstract
The planet Mars is the Earth’s neighbour in the Solar System. Planetary research stems from
a fundamental need to explore our surroundings, typical for mankind. Manned missions to
Mars are already being planned, and understanding the environment to which the astronauts
would be exposed is of utmost importance for a successful mission. Information of the Martian
environment given by models is already now used in designing the landers and orbiters sent
to the red planet. In particular, studies of the Martian atmosphere are crucial for instrument
design, entry, descent and landing system design, landing site selection, and aerobraking
calculations.
Research of planetary atmospheres can also contribute to atmospheric studies of the Earth
via model testing and development of parameterizations: even after decades of modeling the
Earth’s atmosphere, we are still far from perfect weather predictions. On a global level,
Mars has also been experiencing climate change. The aerosol effect is one of the largest
unknowns in the present terrestrial climate change studies, and the role of aerosol particles
in any climate is fundamental: studies of climate variations on another planet can help us
better understand our own global change.
In this thesis I have used an atmospheric column model for Mars to study the behaviour of
the lowest layer of the atmosphere, the planetary boundary layer (PBL), and I have developed
nucleation (particle formation) models for Martian conditions. The models were also coupled
to study, for example, fog formation in the PBL. The PBL is perhaps the most significant
part of the atmosphere for landers and humans, since we live in it and experience its state, for
example, as gusty winds, nightfrost, and fogs. However, PBL modelling in weather prediction
models is still a difficult task.
Mars hosts a variety of cloud types, mainly composed of water ice particles, but also CO2
ice clouds form in the very cold polar night and at high altitudes elsewhere. Nucleation is
the first step in particle formation, and always includes a phase transition. Cloud crystals on
Mars form from vapour to ice on ubiquitous, suspended dust particles. Clouds on Mars have
a small radiative effect in the present climate, but it may have been more important in the
past.
This thesis represents an attempt to model the Martian atmosphere at the smallest scales
with high resolution. The models used and developed during the course of the research are
useful tools for developing and testing parameterizations for larger-scale models all the way
up to global climate models, since the small-scale models can describe processes that in the
large-scale models are reduced to subgrid (not explicitly resolved) scale.
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M
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surface area of the condensation nucleus
gas phase activity of component i
energy lost from the cluster with collisions of molecules
a parameter describing the effect of humidity on buoyancy
condensation from vapour to ice
condensation nucleus/nuclei
sublimation from ice to vapour
latent heat flux at the surface
Coriolis parameter
equilibrium concentration of monomers
gravitational constant
Gibbs free energy of formation
sensible heat flux at the surface
nucleation rate
Boltzmann constant
von Karman’s constant
eddy diffusion coefficient for scalars
eddy diffusion coefficient for heat
eddy diffusion coefficient for momentum
mixing length
Obukhov length
areocentric longitude of the Sun
thermal conductivity
contact parameter, the cosine of the contact angle
mass
molecular mass
chemical potential
difference of chemical potential between liquid and
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number of molecules
parts per million
pressure
surface pressure
reference pressure
nucleation probability
universal function for momentum
universal function for scalars
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ρ
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ice mixing ratio
effective radius
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gas constant
average growth rate of the cluster
radius of the condensation nucleus
net radiative flux
Richardson number
density
volumetric heat capacity
density of bulk liquid
surface tension
saturation ratio
saturation ratio of component i
nucleation time
dust optical thickness
temperature
surface temperature
contact angle
potential temperature
horizontal west-east wind component
geostrophic west-east wind component
friction velocity
horizontal south-north wind component
geostrophic south-north wind component
molecular volume
mole fraction
liquid mass fraction
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roughness length
Zeldovich non-equilibrium factor
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Subscripts and superscripts:
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∗

condensation nucleus/nuclei
homogeneous
heterogeneous
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geostrophic
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liquid
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critical value

Abbreviations:
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THEMIS
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zero-dimensional
one-dimensional
two-dimensional
three-dimensional
Atmospheric Structure Investigation
astronomical unit
condensation nucleus/nuclei
Compact Reconnaissance Imaging SpectroMeter
Dyer-Businger
downwelling longwave radiation
direct vapour deposition
general circulation model
Gamma Ray Spectrometer
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
High Resolution Stereo Camera
LIght Detection And Ranging
Mars Climate Database
Mars Climate Sounder
Mars Exploration Rover
Mars Express
Mars Global Surveyor
Mars Orbiter Camera
2001 Mars Odyssey
Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
Mars Pathfinder
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et
l’Activité
planetary boundary layer
Planetary Fourier Spectrometer
surface diffusion
SPectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the
Atmosphere of Mars
Thermal Emission Spectrometer
Thermal Emission Imaging System
Viking Orbiter 1
Viking Orbiter 2
Viking Lander 1
Viking Lander 2
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Introduction

Mars and the Earth are neighbours in the Solar System. A fundamental need to explore
our surroundings, typical for mankind, is the source of the interest driving us to space.
Landers and orbiters have been sent to the red planet for decades, and modeling efforts
have been of growing importance in designing the missions. Instrumentation, entry,
descent and landing system design, landing site selection and aerobraking calculations
need exact information on the Martian atmosphere, provided by observations and modeling studies. In particular, to have success on manned mission to Mars, we need to
understand the Martian environment to which the astronauts would be exposed.
Terrestrial weather predictions are still far from perfect: research of planetary atmospheres can contribute to this via model testing and development of parameterizations.
Terrestrial research of climate change is still puzzled by the role of aerosol particles in
the process: they have an effect in the climate via influencing the radiative transfer.
Increase in cloud occurrence increases the global albedo, thus cooling the planet, but
clouds can also have a warming effect. Other aerosol particles can help in cloud formation, and they themselves scatter and absorb radiation. Mars has a family of aerosol
particles in its atmosphere influencing the climate. The planet has been experiencing
global change in the past, and may be experiencing it presently (Fanale et al., 1992;
Kieffer and Zent, 1992; Fenton et al., 2007). Studies of climate variations on another
planet can help us better understand our own global change.
Planetary research is thus a mixture of natural interest of the human imagination, and
fundamental science, providing scientists with a very intriguing playfield.
The Martian atmosphere has been studied for decades both with observations and
modeling, and already before the space age the mankind has pointed telescopes and
eyes towards the red planet. First Mars missions in 1960-70’s revealed an arid desert
planet and created the foundation to our knowledge on Mars. After the Vikings in
1970’s two decades passed without succesful missions to Mars, but during the last 10
years new missions have significantly increased the amount of observational data at
hand. Future missions will hopefully answer questions still unresolved. In the light of
present literature and the research I have done during my thesis I list here some of the
outstanding questions that remain to be answered:
• What is the role and amount of subsurface water in the present climatic cycle of
H2 O on Mars?
• What has caused the geologic features that seem as carved by flowing water?
• Was the atmosphere of Mars thicker and warmer in the past, and if so, what
caused the thinning of the atmosphere?
10

• What is the process leading to the initiation of the quasi-regular global dust
storms of Mars? What processes lead to global dust storms, and why some
storms never expand outside local scale?
• What is the size distribution of dust and is it well-mixed in the atmosphere?
• What is the role of H2 O clouds in the hemispheric dichotomy of the global water
cycle?
• How do CO2 clouds form in the Martian atmosphere, particularly those at high
altitudes? What has been their influence in the past climates of Mars?
• Do the two dominant volatiles always condense separately or do they form mixtures, such as clathrate or other types?
This thesis and the questions addressed in Papers I–V have implications to several of
the aforementioned questions. Water cycle modeling near the surface compared with
observations is important for understanding the role of the surface material and water
fluxes from/to the atmosphere (Zent et al., 1993; Böttger et al., 2005) both in the
present epoch and in studies of past geologic eras. The boundary layer processes are
important for lifting of dust via saltation, thus demanding accurate boundary layer
modeling (see, e.g., Siili et al., 1997). Particle formation studies address the first step
in cloud formation. Correct cloud climatologies and thus correct prediction of cloud
formation onset are important in studying the effect of clouds in the global cycle of
volatiles. In particular, the role of cloud formation in the rising branch of the Hadley
cell in limiting water vapor in the other hemisphere has been discussed (Clancy et al.,
1996). The Martian atmosphere exhibits a rare phenomenon of condensation in nearpure vapour when CO2 condenses on the polar ice caps and as clouds in the atmosphere:
the release of latent heat in this process requires re-evaluation and thorough testing of
the used theories. These processes also take place in a much more rarefied gas than
on Earth, since the surface pressure of Mars is less than one percent of the surface
pressure on the Earth. The role of CO2 clouds in Martian paleoclimates (Forget and
Pierrehumbert, 1997) has also been a topic in the discussion of the greenhouse effect
in a thicker CO2 atmosphere (Kasting, 1991; Colaprete and Toon, 2003). The thicker,
warmer atmosphere may have enabled liquid water to flow on the surface, which could
explain some geologic features we see on the surface of the planet. A thermodynamic
analysis of the CO2 –H2 O -system suggests that condensation could happen also via
other mechanisms than pure CO2 or H2 O ice formation (Longhi, 2006). Laboratory
experiments show possibilities for infrared detection of different mixtures of CO2 and
H2 O ices, implying that the ice mixtures could be detected also with orbiting infrared
instruments (Schmitt et al., 2003; Galvéz et al., 2007). The composition of the polar ice
caps still raises questions even with the very precise data and models we have at hand,
showing room for improvement in our understanding of ice layering, ice mixtures and
11

condensation in the Martian conditions at present and in earlier epochs (Bibring et al.,
2004a; Langevin et al., 2005; Douté et al., 2007; Levrard et al., 2007; Montmessin et al.,
2007b). Theoretical particle formation modeling of the two components separately and
together may shed light on condensation of ice mixtures, not only on the ground but
also in the atmosphere.
Specifically, this thesis has the following main objectives:
• Look into the Martian boundary layer, understand the differences compared to
the terrestrial boundary layer, and test parameterizations of a 1-D model against
observations from Mars,
• discuss the roles of dust and water vapour in affecting radiative transfer in the
atmosphere,
• take a closer look on ice crystal formation in the Martian atmosphere via models
based on classical nucleation theory,
• develop the theoretical framework when needed,
• apply classical nucleation theory for multicomponent nucleation in Martian conditions for the first time and interpret the results,
• provide a link between aerosol and atmospheric studies in the Martian context,
and
• lay a foundation for future prospects of research.
This thesis in structured in the following sections: in Section 2 I will give an introduction to the main features of Mars as a planet, and briefly summarize the history and
present of observational missions to Mars, as well as some interesting future missions.
I will introduce the Martian atmosphere and surface characteristics of the planet significant for atmospheric circulations. I will as well review the main topics of this thesis,
the planetary boundary layer and clouds. In Section 3 I will briefly introduce the theories describing the planetary boundary layer, and I will summarize the studies of the
included Papers I–II. Section 4 drills into the process of nucleation and describes the
theoretical background governing new particle formation in a vapour. Section 4 also
discusses the results of Papers III-V. Section 5 provides a link between boundary
layer and nucleation studies as well as discusses the nature of different types of models,
their significance, and drawbacks. Section 7 summarizes the main results of the thesis
and opens views to the future.
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2
2.1

Mars – the fourth rock from the Sun
Overview

Mars is a near neighbour to the Earth in the Solar System, and perhaps this is one
of the reasons why Mars has always intrigued humans. Mars can be seen periodically
as a fairly bright stellar object with a distinct red colour conceivable also with the
naked eye. The colour may be the reason for the belief of Mars being the planet
of war bringing bloodshed. Now we know that the colour is produced by oxidized
iron-containing minerals of the Martian soil, and widespread suspended dust in the
atmosphere, but nevertheless the bloodred colour may seize you while looking at the
night sky.
Table 1: Comparison of astronomical parameters of Mars and Earth, adapted from
Pellinen and Raudsepp (2000). The Astronomical Unit (AU) is a measure of the
average distance of the Earth from the Sun.
Parameter
Mars Earth
Mean distance from the Sun (AU)
1.52
1.0
Orbit eccentricity
0.093 0.017
Length of year (orbital period, Earth days)
687
365
Length of day (rotation period, Earth hours)
24.6
24.0
◦
Obliquity (inclination of the rotational axis, ) 25.2
23.5

Mars is in some ways very similar to our planet, the Earth. At the present epoch the
obliquities of Mars and the Earth are almost equal, and the rotational periods of the
two planets (terrestrial day and Martian “sol”) nearly coincide (see Tables 1 and 2).
Thus the planets experience relatively similar seasonal and daily cycles, which is seen
also in the resemblance of atmospheric motions and phenomena. However, Mars is
further away from the Sun than the Earth, and thus also its year (the time it spends
for making one round around the Sun) is longer, almost twice that of the Earth. The
Martian seasons are often described with the help of Ls , the areocentric longitude
of the Sun, which is defined as the angle between the line of equinoxes and the line
from Mars to the Sun. This indicates that for the Martian spring equinox Ls = 0◦ ,
for the summer solstice Ls = 90◦ , for the autumn equinox Ls = 180◦ , and for the
winter solstice Ls = 270◦ . The perihelion of Mars (the nearest point to the Sun on
the orbit) occurs at around Ls = 250◦ , and the aphelion (the farthest point from the
Sun) at Ls = 70◦ . At the perihelion the solar insolation at the top of the atmosphere
(the solar constant) is about 35% larger than in the aphelion (709 W/m2 compared
to 499 W/m2 ) because of the high eccentricity of the orbit. Thus the summer in the
southern hemisphere is shorter and warmer, compared to the the northern longer but
13

cooler summer. The southern midsummer occurs near the perihelion, which is the most
favorable time for the strongest and most widespread dust storms because of vigorous
atmospheric circulation caused by the intense heating by the strong solar insolation.
Table 2: Comparison of planetary parameters of Mars and Earth, modified from Pellinen and Raudsepp (2000).
Parameter
Mars
Earth
Radius (Earth radii)
0.53
1.0 (=6378 km)
Gravitational constant at equator (m/s2 )
3.73
9.78
3
Average density (g/cm )
3.95
5.52
Mass (Earth mass)
0.1074 1.0 (=5.976·1024 kg)

The formation of the planet and its atmosphere, past climates, and geologic features
are not included in this introduction, since they are out of the scope of this thesis.
An extensive, general description of Mars as a planet can be found in Kieffer et al.
(1992) and a summary of the features of the Martian atmosphere and climate in Read
and Lewis (2004). The present knowledge of Mars in the light of new observations is
published in the scientific literature (See Section 2.2.2 and references therein).

2.2

Observations

Scientific research in almost any field can be thought of consisting of three parts:
observations and theory, which are combined by modeling. Theoretical studies are
basic research that builds the foundation upon which our understanding of the world
lies. Observations are a fundamental element of research, since they independently
produce data on the true state of the studied target. Models function to establish a
link between theory and reality. Observational data are needed for input for the models
as well as for comparison with the output. Modeling community can not extend its
research far with no observations at hand. Without observations modeling studies are
reduced to interesting theoretical speculations, which, however, can be very significant
in giving a first look into some previously unstudied topic and setting a basis for future
studies (as in Paper V). In this section I will briefly go through the observational
history of Mars and its implications for the work in this thesis. This is not, however,
a complete review of observations of Mars. A good review of spacecraft exploration
and telescopic observations of Mars before the 1990’s is presented in Snyder and Moroz
(1992) and Martin et al. (1992).
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2.2.1

History

Telescopic observations of Mars have been conducted since the invention of the telescope
in the 17th century, and surely the planet had been observed with the naked eye since
the beginning of the history of mankind. The early telescopic observations revealed
the growth and retreat of the polar caps, and changes in the brightness of the surface
were seen. These features were linked also to possible vegetation on the planet, and a
bit later in time, to canals.
Mariner space probes were planned to study the inner solar system, Mars and Venus in
particular. Mariners 3 and 8 failed to reach Mars, but Mariners 4 (1964), 6 (1969) and
7 (1969) were the first successful spacecraft conducting observations during successful
flybys of the planet. They revealed a dry, cratered, desert-like planet with a cold
and thin CO2 atmosphere. Mariner 9 mapped the planet for about 350 days from
orbit starting November 1971, accompanied by Mars 2 and 3. The observations of the
Mariners remained as the most complete basis for our knowledge on Mars for decades.
See Snyder and Moroz (1992) for more details.
The Viking Orbiters (VO1 and VO2), with their respective Viking Lander companions
(VL1 and VL2), arrived at Mars in 1976 and produced the first long data series of the
planet. The VOs functioned for one (VO2) and two (VO1) Martian years, and the VLs
transmitted over 3 (VL1) and 2 (VL2) Martian years of data from the surface. The VOs
surveyed the atmosphere and the surface of the planet from above: they observed, for
example, dust conditions, clouds, and polar ice caps (see, for example, Briggs et al.,
1977). The main objective of the VLs was the discovery of life. In addition to the
search of life the VLs made long-term meteorological observations of pressure, wind,
and temperature. Both VO1 and VL1 observed early morning frost on the Martian
ground (Briggs et al., 1977; Pollack et al., 1977). The morning fog observed by VL1
(Pollack et al., 1977) has been modeled by, for example, Savijärvi (1991b, 1995), and
the morning fog observed by VO1 (Briggs et al., 1977) has been modeled by Inada
(2002), and Paper III of this thesis. The VLs observed regular, daily scale changes
in the pressure and winds, and these have been related to baroclinic low pressure
systems that passed the landers at some distance (Tillman et al., 1979), which was
seen also from VO1 (Hunt and James, 1979). Also the annual surface pressure cycle
was measured well by the landers. The VOs observed the regular occurrence of socalled bore waves and long clouds, which seemingly were related to the interaction of
slope winds in areas of large topographic variations (Hunt et al., 1981; Pickersgill and
Hunt, 1981; Kahn and Gierasch, 1982). The VLs also observed the occurrence of the
great global dust storms (Ryan and Henry, 1979). The VL datasets were processed
with several calibration procedures, which cause the jumps seen in the data archived in
the Planetary Data System. Also, parts of the data were recalibrated for publications.
Thus no consistent analysis of the full dataset with the same algorithm and calibration
has been performed yet. Now the full, original binary VL data (with the exception
15

of a few missing tapes), including the image, engineering, and meteorological data are
waiting for new processing and reanalysis at the Finnish Meteorological Institute.
After the great success of the Viking mission, two decades passed without succesful
missions to Mars. In 1997, however, two new missions finally reached its target and
started observing the red planet. A lander, Mars Pathfinder (MPF), with the Sojourner
rover arrived on Mars (Golombek et al., 1999). MPF Atmospheric Structure Investigation (ASI) accelerometer data provided data of the vertical structure of the atmoshpere
between altitudes 161-8.9 km (Magalhaes et al., 1999), and it observed CO2 supersaturation in the Martian atmosphere directly for the first time. MPF was equipped with
a meteorological instrument package (Schofield et al., 1997) and it acquired 83 sols of
data. MPF carried three temperature sensors at altitudes of 0.25, 0.50 and 1.0 m above
the solar panels (approximately 0.52, 0.77 and 1.27 m above the ground). MPF also
observed Martian clouds, water vapour, and the optical depth of the atmosphere with
its camera that was designed especially for geologic observations (Smith et al., 1997;
Smith and Lemmon, 1999; Titov et al., 1999). Also the orbiter Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS) entered orbit and started observing the planet in 1997. The MGS functioned
for almost ten Earth years, since the last transmission was received in November 2006.
The datasets of the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) of MGS on water vapour,
dust optical depth and surface properties (Jakosky et al., 2000; Mellon et al., 2000;
Christensen et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2001b,c, 2003), and the topography data of Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) (Smith et al., 2001a) are the most important sources
of input data for atmospheric models as of now. TES observations have also been used
to recognize interannual variability in the Martian atmosphere (Smith, 2004).
Several probes were also lost, including the Mars Observer, Mars Polar Lander, Mars
Climate Orbiter and the first European Mars lander, Beagle 2. The details of these
probes will not be covered here.

2.2.2

Present

At the present moment the space around Mars is crowded, since there are three functioning orbiters (they were four before the loss of MGS in November 2006) observing
the planet: 2001 Mars Odyssey (MOd), Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and
Mars Express (MEx).
MEx is the first European Mars mission, and it has a comprehensive set of instruments onboard. It entered orbit in December 2003, has been operating well throughout its nearly four years in space, and continues in extended mission at least until end
of October 2007. Atmospherically most significant instruments of MEx include PFS
(Planetary Fourier Spectrometer, Formisano et al., 2005), OMEGA (Observatoire pour
la Minéralogie, de l’Eau, des Glaces et de l’Activité, Bibring et al., 2004b), SPICAM
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(SPectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars, Bertaux
et al., 2000), and HRSC (High Resolution Stereo Camera, Neukum et al., 2004; McCord
et al., 2007). PFS is determining the composition of the Martian atmosphere, including
trace gases such as CO and water. It can also measure the pressure and temperature
profiles of the atmosphere. OMEGA was designed mainly to map the mineralogy of
the surface, and it is the first near-infrared spectrometer in orbit of Mars. OMEGA
is able to distinguish H2 O and CO2 ice and determine the grain size of the ices (see,
e.g. Langevin et al., 2005; Douté et al., 2007). OMEGA observations can also be used
to study the atmosphere, and for example map the water vapour content (Melchiorri
et al., 2007) or other trace gases, such as CO (Encrenaz et al., 2006), measure the surface pressure (Forget et al., 2007; Spiga et al., 2007), and observe atmospheric waves
(Melchiorri et al., 2005). OMEGA can also detect dust suspended in the atmosphere
(Garcia-Comas et al., 2006; Määttänen et al., 2006). SPICAM has been performing
occultation measurements of atmospheric profiles (Montmessin et al., 2006c) and it
has, for example, revealed the existence of high-altitude clouds (Montmessin et al.,
2006a) and measured the concentration of ozone in the Martian atmosphere (Perrier
et al., 2006; Lebonnois et al., 2006).
The following descriptions of the present NASA missions are mostly based on the World
Wide Web pages of NASA (http://www.nasa.gov) for most up-to-date information,
unless implied otherwise. The objectives of NASA’s Mars Exploration Programme
are to conduct extensive climate and geological studies, to look for signs of water
and possibilities for past life, and prepare for human exploration. These are also the
objectives of the two NASA orbiters, MOd and MRO. MOd was launched already
in 2001, and is on its second extended mission. The instruments onboard include
THEMIS (Thermal Emission Imaging System), which is similar to the TES of MGS,
and has continued the mapping started by TES. MOd is functioning also as a linking
station between the Earth and the MER rovers. The Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS)
instrument has given first observational evidence of subsurface ice on Mars (Boynton
et al., 2002). MRO (Zurek and Smrekar, 2007) is the newcomer in the fleet, and it
started its primary observing phase in November 2006. Data from its instruments,
for example MCS (Mars Climate Sounder, Taylor et al., 2005; McCleese et al., 2007),
CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars, Murchie et al.,
2007) and HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment, McEwen et al., 2007)
are expected to give an image of Mars with unprecedentedly high resolution.
The Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit and Opportunity landed on Mars in January 2004,
and measured atmospheric profiles on their way down (Withers and Smith, 2006). The
rovers have functioned longer than ever expected: Spirit approximately 1340 sols and
Opportunity 1280 sols by the mid-October 2007. During this time they had covered
distances of 7.2 km (Spirit) and 11.5 km (Opportunity). Their main purpose has been
the study of geology of Mars and mineralogy of the Martian surface materials. Thus
the MERs do not have meteorological instruments onboard, but they carry a mini17

TES, which can be used to measure atmospheric temperature profiles. Both rovers
have nine cameras, of which the Pancam can do multispectral observations with its set
of filters, and the cameras can be used, for example, to derive the optical thickness of
the atmosphere (Lemmon et al., 2004). The vertical temperature profiles of the rovers
are a very useful tool for studying the Martian PBL (Smith et al., 2004), and they
have been used already in comparison to PBL model results (Savijärvi, 2007). The
mineralogical measurements of the surface may be able to tell us something about the
composition of Martian dust, since the surface is the source of the dust. The rovers also
study magnetic minerals and determine the fraction of magnetic versus non-magnetic
particles in airborne dust and the material of the surface.

2.2.3

Future

The near-future missions in planning or implementation phase are the Phoenix Lander,
Mars Science Laboratory, and ExoMars. Here only brief overviews of the missions are
given, particularly in possible relevance to the work presented in this thesis.
The Phoenix Lander was launched 4th August 2007 and is set to land on an arctic
plain of Mars in May 2008. It will carry, among others, a set of meteorological instruments including temperature and pressure sensor, and a LIDAR (LIght Detection
And Ranging instrument) (Tamppari, 2006). It will also be able to monitor relative
humidity with the help of its Thermal and Electrical Conductivity probe (Wood et al.,
2006): this will be the first humidity sensor to have reached the surface of Mars. The
objectives are similar to those of the present MOd and MRO orbiters, but Phoenix will
specifically try to solve the question of subsurface water ice on Mars. At the landing
latitude subsurface water ice should reside very near the surface, and the lander should
be able to dig it out with the help of its robotic arm. The LIDAR will be able to
detect dust and ice particles in the atmosphere and estimate their sizes, as well as
measure the boundary layer height. The gas analyzer onboard will be able to reveal
the composition of studied particles, in the best case also atmospheric dust.
Mars Science Laboratory continues the work of the MER rovers but in a greater scale,
since it will be twice as long and three times as heavy as the MERs, and will also
operate using a radioactive power source thus having more freedom to explore all
seasons and locations desired. The launch is planned in 2009, and the lander will also
host a meteorological instrument package (Vasquez and Gomez-Elvira, 2006) that will
produce data on the state of the Martian PBL.
The ExoMars mission of the European Space Agency is planned to launch in 2013 an
orbiter that will deliver a highly sophisticated lander on the surface of Mars. It will
be searching for life, monitoring the chemical environment, and preparing for future
manned missions via mapping possible hazards in the Martian environment.
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Also networks of small landers have been planned for a long time, for example in the
NetLander project (Harri et al., 1999; Polkko et al., 2000). The MetNet project (Harri
et al., 2003) is actively pursued at the moment. Such a network of small meteorological stations on the surface of the planet would produce an unprecedented dataset
of simultaneous observations from different locations giving a new view into the atmospheric near-surface phenomena. An observational network is also a prerequisite
for weather forecasting. The European Space Agency also has frameworks for future
network missions (ExoMars and NEXT).

2.3

The Martian atmosphere

The atmosphere of Mars exhibits very similar phenomena as the atmosphere of the
Earth. Our current understanding of the atmospheric processes is good, but several outstanding questions remain, related to, for example, the initiation and quasi-periodicity
of the dust storms, the balance of the Martian water cycle, the dichotomy of the two
polar caps, connection between the subsurface and the atmosphere, and the formation
mechanism of high-altitude CO2 clouds. Our knowledge is based on modeling efforts
and observations made by a fleet of orbiters and landers that have probed the planet
since the early years of space flight (See Section 2.2).
Mars has a thin and cold CO2 atmosphere that also includes small amounts of nitrogen,
argon, oxygen, ozone and other trace gases, and also some water (see Table 3). The
most important volatiles are CO2 and H2 O, and they can be found in either vapour or
solid phase in the present atmospheric pressure and temperature ranges. However, in
some locations on the surface it may be possible to reach a state where liquid water
could exist (Haberle et al., 2001; Hecht, 2002), but for the atmospheric processes the
liquid state can be overlooked. The uneven distribution of solar insolation on the planet
causes a temperature gradient between the equator and the poles, thus giving rise to
atmospheric general circulation, which exhibits large Hadley-cells, one or two depending
on the season. The surface of Mars responds to heating strongly, and functions as
the driver of atmospheric motions, but also gaseous and dust absorption of solar and
thermal radiation in the atmosphere have an influence on the circulation phenomena.
The diurnal and semidiurnal thermal tides are very strong in the dusty atmosphere of
Mars, and the autumn and winter midlatitudes experience baroclinic instability giving
rise to low pressure systems around the winter pole. On the local scale the Martian
topography (with elevation scale of more than 30 km) drives mesoscale circulation
phenomena, such as slope winds and sea breeze -type circulations caused by differential
heating of the surface in adjacent areas. The circulations also induce cloud formation,
for example, via adiabatic cooling in updrafts of slope winds, in the ascending branch
of the Hadley cell, in large-scale rising motion of low pressure systems, and radiative
cooling of the surface layer during the night (radiative fogs). Good summaries of
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the aspects of the general circulation, waves, tides, and other significant atmospheric
phenomena can be found in Zurek et al. (1992) and in Read and Lewis (2004).
Table 3: Composition of the Martian atmosphere (in % for the six major substances
and in parts per million, ppm, for the minor ones) from Owen (1992).
Gas
Carbon dioxide
Nitrogen
Argon
Oxygen
Carbon monoxide
Water vapour
Argon
Neon
Krypton
Xenon
Ozone

Symbol
CO2
N2
40
Ar
O2
CO
H2 O
36+38
Ar
Ne
Kr
Xe
O3

Proportion
95.32 (%)
2.7
1.6
0.13
0.07
0.03
5.3 (ppm)
2.5
0.3
0.08
0.04–0.2

One of the peculiarities of Mars is that approximately a quarter of the atmosphere itself
condenses on the winter pole. CO2 , the major component in the atmosphere, takes
part in condensation, and forms the polar ice caps along with water ice. The CO2
condensation on the autumn/winter pole and sublimation from the spring/summer
pole causes a distinct annual oscillation in the average surface pressure, ps , of Mars,
and locally the oscillations can be as large as 25–30% (Tillman, 1988; Tillman et al.,
1993). The sublimation and condensation between poles is not only seen in the surface
pressure oscillation, but also as a sublimation/condensation flow from summer pole to
winter pole. The surface temperature, Ts , is limited because of CO2 condensation: if the
temperature decreases enough for CO2 to start condensing, the decline of temperature
stops because of the latent heat release. Since for Mars the partial pressure of CO2
nearly equals the local pressure (95.3% CO2 atmosphere), a good approximation for
the condensation temperature on the surface is defined by the local surface pressure
(the partial pressure of the CO2 vapor). Also CO2 clouds form in the atmosphere,
particularly in the polar winter night (Ivanov and Muhleman, 2001; Pettengill and
Ford, 2000; Colaprete and Toon, 2002; Colaprete et al., 2003; Tobie et al., 2003), but
also high altitudes in the atmosphere elsewhere on the planet (James et al., 1992;
Clancy and Sandor, 1998; Montmessin et al., 2006a,b, 2007a). Martian clouds will be
reviewed more in detail in Section 2.6.
For water vapour the condensation temperature can not be defined in an equally simple
manner as for CO2 . The amount (and thus partial pressure) of water is very variable
in the Martian atmosphere and depends on location and on the season and time of day.
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Water ice is found not only in clouds and fogs in the atmosphere (see Section 2.6), but
a major part of it resides in the polar ice caps. The permanent ice cap on the north
pole is mostly water ice, onto which a layer of seasonal CO2 ice forms during autumn
and winter only to sublime away in the spring. During summertime the water ice cap
persists in the north. The vapour amount in the atmosphere is often described with
the help of precipitable water amount: this is the thickness of a layer of water if all the
water from an atmospheric column would be condenced on the surface. On Mars this in
the range of micrometers, when on the Earth it is of centimeter scale. The water cycle
on Mars is asymmetric exhibiting largest atmospheric water vapour amounts (up to
70–100 µm) near the edge of the northern ice cap in the summer after the seasonal CO2
frost cap has sublimed and exposed the water ice (Jakosky and Farmer, 1982; Smith
et al., 2001b; Smith, 2002). A similar, but smaller (40 µm), maximum is observed
near the southern polar ice cap edge during the respective summer (Smith et al.,
2001b; Smith, 2002). Because of the variability of water vapour concentration, the
temperature where saturated state is reached depends a lot on time and location, and
can not be directly linked to any one variable like in the case of CO2 . The condensation
temperature depends on the partial pressure of the vapour and the temperature of the
ambient air, and needs to be calculated for all conditions separately. This topic, related
to cloud formation, will be covered in detail in Section 4.
The dust cycle is under intensive research, and observations, dating from long ago
show that large, global or hemispheric, dust storms occur quasi-periodically with a
preference for the summer of the southern hemisphere. For summary of observations
since the 19th century see, for example Martin and Zurek (1993) and Jakosky (1995),
and for the latest most complete datasets see Smith et al. (2001b,c) and Smith et al.
(2003). Annual occurrence of dust storms has been studied by Cantor et al. (2001) for
the year 1999 dataset of Mars Orbiter Camera observations. As mentioned earlier, the
southern hemisphere summer is the period of the maximum solar insolation, which also
implies more vigorous dynamics of the atmosphere. However, regional or local scale
dust storms occur at all seasons (see, e.g. Cantor et al., 2001). The dust is lifted to
the atmosphere by a process called saltation, which requires wind speeds high enough
to be able to lift and move small sand grains, which kick off small dust particles when
hitting the ground again. To attain the treshold of saltation, small-scale phenomena
with high wind speeds, like dust devils, are most probably needed, since the background wind speeds may not be enough. Dust devils are common on Mars according
to observations (Thomas and Gierasch, 1985; Metzger et al., 1999). Their spatial scale
exceeds that of their terrestrial siblings, and they are able to lift dust from the surface,
also shown by modeling (Kanak, 2006; Kurgansky, 2006; Michaels, 2006), and theoretical evaluations (Renno et al., 2000). Greeley (2002) studied the process of saltation
dust lifting experimentally and Greeley et al. (2003) performed experimental studies
of dust devil formation and particle lifting in them. After saltation, the small dust
particles are further mixed into the atmosphere by atmospheric circulation. During
global dust storms a veil of dust mixed through the atmosphere can cover the whole
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planet. The properties of Martian dust have been evaluated by, e.g., Pollack et al.
(1979); Ockert-Bell et al. (1997); Forget (1998); Tomasko et al. (1999); Fedorova et al.
(2002); Clancy et al. (2003) and Wolff and Clancy (2003), and the Martian dust cycle
has been modeled by, e.g., Murphy et al. (1995); Newman et al. (2002a,b), and Basu
et al. (2006). Basu et al. (2006) presented the first modeling of spontaneous dust storm
development with realistic interannual variability in a global general circulation model
of Mars, whereas previous models have had to either be forced to observations (in lack
of dust lifting mechanisms) or have not presented enough interannual variability.
Thus the major climatic cycles in the atmosphere are the global cycles of CO2 , water,
and dust. The connection between the aforementioned cycles is cloud formation, which
is also the second major topic of this thesis. CO2 and water ice clouds form on dust
particles via heterogeneous nucleation and consequent condensation. This link, its
strength and coverage has a strong impact on the climate, both present and past,
and is one of the key points when trying to understand the present climatic system
of Mars. The connection between ice cloud formation, dust and water redistribution
and atmospheric radiative transfer and temperatures is very nonlinear and requires
accurate description of the processes involved. The process of cloud formation will be
covered in detail in Section 4.

2.4

The surface of Mars

The topography of Mars and its large variations have been mapped very precisely by
the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) onboard the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS)
(Smith et al., 2001a). Also the OMEGA instrument onboard Mars Express (Bibring
et al., 2004b) is able to map parts of the surface with very high horizontal resolution
(Melchiorri et al., 2006). These data provide us knowledge on the Martian surface and
its variations with high accuracy. The topography variations are large, covering more
than 30 km from the bottom of Hellas basin (-9 km from the reference surface, where
the annual mean pressure is the triple point pressure of water, 6.11 hPa) up to the
top of Olympus Mons (+27 km). Other outstanding features are the impact basin of
Argyre and the chasms of Valles Marineris. The northern hemisphere is very flat and
low, and resembles greatly the bottom of an ocean. The southern hemisphere is much
higher than the northern, thus causing a topographical dichotomy that has an effect
on the atmosphere as well.
However, the elevation is not the only property of the surface. Other significant properties of the surface are the albedo and thermal inertia. These properties were already
mapped by Viking Orbiters (Kieffer et al., 1976, 1977), and more recently by the TES
instrument on MGS (e.g., Mellon et al., 2000; Christensen et al., 2001), and by THEMIS
onboard Mars Odyssey (Fergason et al., 2006). The albedo is the ratio of reflected and
incoming solar radiation, so it gives the fraction of solar flux that is reflected away (the
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rest is absorbed by the surface). The thermal inertia I is a variable that describes the
ability of a material to resist the effect of changes in insolation that can be seen as
the time lag between the change in insolation and the reaction of the material. The
higher the thermal inertia is, the less the material reacts to insolation: the amplitude
of temperature variations is smaller and the reaction is slow. Good examples of high
thermal inertia are the oceans (liquid water) and ice. A material with small thermal
inertia reacts fast and the amplitude of the variation is higher. These features are
looked into in more detail in Section 3.
Because the atmosphere of Mars is very thin, and thus the turbulent heat fluxes from
the surface small, the thermal balance of the surface is controlled by radiation. This
is also the reason for very large observed temperature gradients between the surface
and the lowest layers of the atmosphere: 10–15 K at Mars Pathfinder landing site
(Schofield et al., 1997), and 30 K at some sites the Mars Exploration Rovers have
covered (Smith et al., 2004). The properties and effects of the surface are important,
since in general the circulation in the planetary boundary layer (PBL, see Section 3)
is strongly controlled by the thermal properties of the surface. However, on Mars also
the radiative heating/cooling of the atmosphere is essential in the PBL.
Two interesting locations having extreme features of the surface are the polar caps.
The permanent polar ice caps are thick and rise significantly above their surroundings
(Smith et al., 1999). These topographical features are prominent and give rise to
atmospheric circulations (e.g., Ye et al., 1990; Siili et al., 1997, 1999). The albedo and
thermal properties have a large gradient just at the edge of the ice caps: ice reflects
more solar radiation than the regolith, and the thermal inertia of ice is also very high.
The polar caps are during their respective winters covered by a seasonal, some meters
thick layer of CO2 ice. A permanent, kilometers thick ice cap of water remains in the
north pole (see Langevin et al., 2005, for latest observations), and a thick, permanent
CO2 ice cap mixed with water ice (see Bibring et al., 2004a; Douté et al., 2007, for
latest observations) remains in the southern summer pole. Thus the polar ice caps
function as sources/sinks of the atmospheric volatiles, and are major components of
the climatic cycles. They are also important for atmospheric circulations, both in local
(ice edge circulations) and in global (sublimation/condensation flow) regime.

2.5

The planetary boundary layer

The planetary boundary layer is the layer of the atmosphere that is closest to the
surface, and is characterized by the influence of surface heat fluxes and friction on the
flow. The effect of friction is transported upwards by turbulent eddies. Simultaneously
the eddies efficiently mix all other variables, e.g. temperature, humidity, trace gases,
and aerosol particles. Turbulence is formed by the mechanical drag of the surface,
and by thermal convection, forming when the surface heats up. Thus the overall effect
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varies with location, local time, and season. Turbulence is still scientifically not well
understood, and the theories describing it are, to large extent, based on (semi)empirical
fits. One of the problems in describing turbulence is the so-called “closure problem”. In
order to calculate the first-order variables describing the turbulent fluxes (the turbulent
variables in this case are the deviations of the variables from the average), also the
second-order variables (being the deviations of the first-order deviations) are needed,
and so forth. To solve this problem we are obliged to decide which order of “closure”
to use. This will be described in Section 3.1
The processes of the Martian PBL have been studied via observations and modeling.
The first landers on Mars, the Viking Landers 1 and 2 in the 1970’s, transmitted
more than three Martian years of meteorological data from two sites on the surface
of Mars (Hess et al., 1976, 1977). The next lander arrived 20 years later, when Mars
Pathfinder found its way down to collect meteorological data for 83 sols (Schofield
et al., 1997). The latest surviving landers, the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) Spirit
and Opportunity have, in the absence of meteorological equipment, produced image
material on phenomena like dust devils, and also some measurements of the PBL
thermal profile via their mini-TES instruments (Smith et al., 2004).
After the first data from the surface of Mars arrived, the theories, models, and empirical fits derived for the terrestrial boundary layer were also applied on Mars. Several
studies were made using the data from Viking Landers 1 and 2, and 20 years later
Mars Pathfinder produced a new dataset. The Viking Lander data was looked into
by Seiff and Kirk (1977); Sutton et al. (1978) and Tillman et al. (1994) and modeled,
for example, by Haberle and Houben (1991); Haberle et al. (1993); Savijärvi (1991b)
and Savijärvi (1995). Haberle et al. (1997) made a weather prediction for the Mars
Pathfinder lander, and after landing the MPF data were presented by Schofield et al.
(1997), looked into by Larsen et al. (2002), and modeled, for example, by Savijärvi
(1999) and Papers I–II. The aforementioned studies concluded that the similarity
theory of turbulence derived in terrestrial conditions also applies well for Mars.
In the terrestrial PBL convection primarily transports heat from the surface warmed by
the solar flux higher to the atmosphere. However, one peculiarity of the Martian PBL
is that also radiative effects of CO2 and dust in the atmosphere are very important.
Actually, the longwave absorption of surface-emitted radiation by these substances in
the atmosphere, the absorption of solar shortwave radiation by dust, and the consecutive longwave emission and heating of the surrounding air are so strong that convection
acts as a cooling factor in the lowest layers of the PBL. In other words, even though the
surface layer of the PBL is highly unstable and convective, convection acts (in contrast
to terrestrial convection) to cool down the lowest layers of the atmosphere heated very
strongly by longwave absorption of CO2 and dust. Thus on Mars the daytime PBL is
more radiatively driven than convection-driven. This is seen also in the model results
of Papers I–II, an example of which is presented in Figure 1. The Figure 1 shows
the heating rates due to turbulence in units K/h as a function of altitude. The heating
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Figure 1: An example of a 1-D model result on the heating rate due to turbulence
near the surface at different local times in Pathfinder conditions (season Ls =140◦ ).
The cooling effect of turbulence can be seen throughout the day below 7 m altitude.
z is the altitude, T is temperature, t time, and (dT /dt)turb is the heating rate due to
turbulence (in units K/h).

rates are generally negative throughout the day below 7 m altitude, which means that
convection is cooling the air at those altitudes. However, in cases with prevailing background wind, during the night the roles of radiation and convection are switched. A
very stable inversion layer is established after the well-mixed convective daytime PBL
rapidly dissipates after sunset. In the inversion layer the rapidly cooling surface and
turbulence cool the atmosphere right above the surface, and radiative cooling is the
major agent only higher up in the atmosphere.
The significant differences between the terrestrial and Martian PBLs that can be distinguished are the aforementioned roles of convection and radiation, the larger kinematic
viscosity (smaller Reynolds number) and the height of the boundary layer, which in
the more rarified Martian atmosphere can be tenfold higher (extending up to 10 km)
compared to the Earth. The potential temperature is conserved in adiabatic processes,
and is thus constant in a well-mixed PBL. In Figure 2 the boundary layer height (here
the height of the mixed layer) is seen as a constant profile of the potential temperature
θ. In the case of Fig. 2 the well-mixed layer grows up to 5 km during the day.
One interesting feature of the effect of turbulence on the flow is the formation of the
nocturnal supergeostrophic nocturnal low-level jet. Normally the wind speeds in the
PBL are lower than above it, where the so-called geostrophic assumption holds well
for large-scale winds. In the case of a non-zero background geostrophic wind a nocturnal low-level jet can form in the following way: during the day the friction gives
rise to an ageostrophic component of the wind (see Figure 3a), but when sun sets
and convection stops, the surface and the atmosphere are decoupled (i.e. the effect of
friction is switched off). The remaining ageostrophic component starts turning clock25
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Figure 2: An example of the 1-D model-predicted potential temperatures (θ) with
respect to height in Pathfinder conditions (season Ls =140◦ ): the θ-profile can be used
to describe the boundary layer height as the layer in which θ is constant (where the
profile of θ is approximately vertical, as in local times LT 10 and LT 16).

wise in the northern hemisphere in inertial oscillation, and at some moment coincides
with the geostrophic background wind component (see Figure 3b). At this stage the
wind speed (the sum of the now parallel background geostrophic wind and the rotating ageostrophic component) reaches its maximum, and this supergeostrophic wind is
called the nocturnal low-level jet. This phenomenon is strong when the ageostrophic
component of the wind is large during the day (strong convective turbulence), the PBL
collapses rapidly after sunset, the night is sufficiently long for the inertial oscillation to
turn the wind enough, and the nighttime PBL is very stable (e.g., Haberle et al., 1993).
It seems that the Martian PBL has favorable conditions to meet these requirements
for the nocturnal low-level jet formation. The nocturnal low-level jet was observed at
around 300 m altitude at 06 LT in the model results of Papers I–II.
The theory of turbulence in the boundary layer and the results of Papers I–II will be
looked into in Section 3.

2.6

Clouds and fogs

Clouds are an important part of any climate. In the terrestrial climate change studies
the effect of aerosol particles (including clouds) is still one of the biggest unknowns
(Houghton et al., 2001; Solomon et al., 2007). In a possibly thicker ancient Martian
atmosphere the radiative effects of clouds may have been significant possibly even
enabling liquid water on the surface (Forget and Pierrehumbert, 1997). For accurate
modeling of past climates, the present climate needs to be understood and adequately
modeled. Thus cloud formation and their climatology is one of the key points in
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Figure 3: The formation of a nocturnal low-level jet: a) During the day the near-surface
winds are a sum of the geostrophic background wind and the agestrophic component of
the wind forming because of turbulence (friction), b)during the night the ageostrophic
component oscillates clockwise and at some point coincides with the geostrophic wind
direction. Thus this situation is called the supergeostrophic wind and a nocturnal
low-level jet, because it happens in the boundary layer during the night.
Martian climate studies.
A review of knowledge on Martian cloud systems established by mid-80’s (including
water, CO2 and dust clouds) can be found in Hunt and James (1985). The latest
dataset has been acquired by MGS (the first year of observations is described in Pearl
et al. (2001)).
The climatology of Martian water ice clouds, the major cloud type, exhibits clear seasonal patterns, of which the most prominent are the polar hoods that form around
and over the autumn/winter pole, and the aphelion cloud belt that forms in the northern hemisphere summer in the ascending branch of the Hadley cell, (see, for example,
Clancy et al., 1996; Wolff et al., 1999; Tamppari et al., 2000, 2003). A comprehensive
cloud climatology study based on VO images made by Kahn (1984) is still waiting for
a successor: the MGS/MOC has collected a vast dataset than can be utilised to focus
our view on the climatology of water ice clouds on Mars. The MOC dataset has been
used so far for studies of polar hoods and the tropical cloud belt (Wang and Ingersoll,
2002). Clouds do form also elsewhere than in the polar night and Hadley circulation,
and some preferred locations are the slopes of the great volcanoes in the Tharsis area
(see, for example, Pickersgill and Hunt, 1981; Zasova et al., 2005; Noe Dobrea and
Bell, 2005; Michaels et al., 2006; Benson et al., 2006). Clouds are a major part of the
water cycle and exhibit strong, nonlinear connection with the dust cycle and atmospheric temperatures. The water ice clouds act as scavengers of atmospheric dust, as
do CO2 ice clouds, since the large ice crystals fall out from the formation altitudes,
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thus redistributing both dust particles and water in the atmosphere. This has been
studied, e.g., by Michelangeli et al. (1993) and Rodin et al. (1999). Surface (radiative)
fogs form during nighttime, especially in the morning hours, when longwave cooling is
strong, and the surface and lowest layers of the atmosphere cool down to temperatures
low enough for ice crystal formation to initiate. The properties of Martian water ice
particles have been studied, e.g., by Clancy et al. (2003) and Wolff and Clancy (2003).
They classified the clouds into two classes. Type 1 clouds are found in the southern
hemisphere as well as in high-altitude and topographically-induced hazes, they indicate
small particle effective radii of reff = 1 − 2 µm, and they exhibit clear increase towards
backscattering in the phase function. Type 2 clouds are frequent in the aphelion cloud
belt in the northern summer subtropics, exhibit larger particle size (reff = 3 − 4 µm)
and show a minimum in the side-scattering part of the phase function. Montmessin
et al. (2006c) discovered a cloud type 3 exhibiting significantly smaller particle sizes
(reff = 0.1 µm) in clouds located at high altitudes, at 70–100 km, seen in SPICAM
limb observations.
CO2 clouds on the Martian limb were already observed by Mariner 6 and 7 (James
et al., 1992; Clancy and Sandor, 1998), but the observations were for long overlooked
since the observed clouds were thought to reside too low in the atmosphere for low
enough temperatures for CO2 condensation to occur. Thus CO2 cloud formation was
speculated to happen primarily in the polar night, where temperature can decrease
enough to reach CO2 saturation. The polar CO2 clouds were observed indirectly by
MOLA (Pettengill and Ford, 2000; Ivanov and Muhleman, 2001), and modeled by
Colaprete and Toon (2002); Colaprete et al. (2003), and Tobie et al. (2003). The
polar CO2 clouds are speculated to be convective exhibiting so-called moist convection
(related to immense latent heat release in condensation of near-pure vapour), and also
snowfall (Colaprete and Toon, 2002; Colaprete et al., 2003; Tobie et al., 2003). CO2
nucleation on dust particles requires high supersaturations (saturation ratio S > 1.3),
and thus strong temperature deviations from (sub)saturated state. The formation of
supersaturated state can be facilitated by gravity waves formed by flow over the very
variable Martian topography, particularly in the southern polar areas (Colaprete and
Toon, 2002; Colaprete et al., 2003; Tobie et al., 2003). After condensation begins,
the released latent heat warms the air and promotes updraft, in a similar fashion as
moist convection in terrestrial cumulonimbus clouds. So the CO2 clouds are a very
dynamical feature of the atmosphere, whereas water ice clouds, and surface fogs, are
less vigorous in nature but more frequent in appearance, since water nucleates in higher
and more prevailing temperatures than CO2 . Clancy and Sandor (1998) argued that
the CO2 ice signature seen by Mariner 6 and 7 was really created by clouds, and they
also suggested that the blue clouds observed by the Mars Pathfinder were mesospheric
CO2 clouds. The latest observations by SPICAM and OMEGA on Mars Express
have proven directly that CO2 clouds also form very high in the atmosphere outside
polar areas (Montmessin et al., 2006a,b, 2007a). Also MGS observed high-altitude
clouds with its Thermal Emission Spectrometer and Mars Orbiting Camera, but did
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not distinguish between water ice and CO2 ice (Clancy et al., 2007). However, the
observations of OMEGA, SPICAM, TES and MOC indicate that occurrence of CO2
clouds on Mars is more widespread and not only limited to the polar areas.
According to our present knowledge the Martian cloud particles form on pre-existing
surfaces of ubiquitous dust particles. The process of particle formation thus happens
via heterogeneous nucleation, where thermodynamically stable clusters form on some
pre-existing particle and then grow by condensation. It has been assumed in several
studies (Glandorf et al., 2002; Colaprete and Toon, 2002, 2003; Colaprete et al., 2003;
Tobie et al., 2003) that H2 O-coated dust particles function as the condensation nuclei
for CO2 crystals. And indeed, the study of Gooding (1986) has shown that water ice
may be more efficient as CN for nucleating CO2 than the Mars dust analog minerals
used in his study. However, we have assumed pure dust particles throughout our studies
for two reasons. First, there is very little data on the parameters (such as the contact
angle) describing interaction between the CN surface and the nucleus for the Martian
substances: thus our assumptions for the parameters do not necessarily describe well
either of the cases (water ice coated dust or pure dust). Second, CO2 cloud formation
on Mars can happen in circumstances where water ice is absent: either the atmosphere
is simply too dry, or water has been scavenged away by previous crystal formation and
subsequent settling out. However, when performing modelling of clouds with a coupled
cloud-atmosphere model, the possibility of water ice coated dust grains as CN should
be accounted for. So far, only CO2 and H2 O clouds have been detected in the Martian
atmosphere, and the process of one-component nucleation of both components have
been studied in Papers III-IV. Multicomponent and heterogeneous nucleation may
have a significant role in particle formation in the terrestrial atmosphere (Kulmala
et al., 2006), and it now seems that hydrate clathrates of CO2 or eutectic mixtures
of solid CO2 and clathrate or water can condense on Mars (Longhi, 2006). According
to Schmitt et al. (2003) CO2 hydrate clathrate can possibly be observed in the polar
areas of Mars. Laboratory experiments by Galvéz et al. (2007) provide constraints for
measurable infrared spectra of different mixtures of CO2 and H2 O ices, showing possibilities that the ice mixtures could be detected with orbiting high-resolution infrared
instruments. Paper V presents the first modeling investigation of two-component
nucleation on Mars.
I will describe the process of cloud formation in more detail in Section 4, where I will
also summarize the results of nucleation modeling.
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3

The planetary boundary layer on Mars

A description of the planetary boundary layer of Mars and a short summary of observations and modeling of the Martian PBL were given in Section 2.5. In the following
I will briefly go through the basic theory of turbulence in the boundary layer, particularly the parts not covered by Papers I–II. The description of the basic theory here is
roughly following the very concise summary presented in Savijärvi and Vihma (2001),
but a thorough review of the theory of turbulence in the PBL can be found from, for
example, Arya (1988) and Stull (1988). I will also introduce the model used in Papers
I–II, and to conclude this chapter, I present briefly the main objectives and results of
the related Papers I–II.

3.1

Theory of turbulence in the boundary layer

Mechanical turbulence is caused by the no-slip boundary condition at the surface, where
the velocity goes to zero, forcing the fluid molecules to slide over each other. Flow
becomes turbulent when the flow speed is high enough. The formation of turbulence
in a flow depends on the velocity of the flow U, its length scale L and the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid ν. A dimensionless number, the Reynolds number, describes the
ratio of the inertial force of the flow to the internal friction of the flow. The Reynolds
number is defined as Re = UL/ν, and once it exceeds a certain critical value, the flow
becomes turbulent. Turbulent flow exhibits large variances, the flow speeds vary and
are gusty, properties of the fluid are mixed well by the turbulent eddies, and the flow
is dissipative, so turbulence takes energy from the flow itself.
The Navier-Stokes equation is the Newton equation for a viscous fluid and reads (in
vector form)
∂V
1
+ (V · ∇)V = − ∇p + ν∇2 V + ΣFi.
(1)
∂t
ρ
The terms of Eq. (1) are (from left to right): the tendency of velocity (temporal change
of velocity in a fixed point), advection term, the pressure gradient force driving the
circulation, molecular diffusion, and the sum of all other forces (e.g. Coriolis and gravity
forces). V is the velocity vector, ρ is the three-dimensional density field of the fluid,
and p is that of pressure. The variables in a turbulent flow can be described with
the help of so-called Reynolds decomposition, where the value of the variable at some
point in time is the sum of the time average of the variable (denoted by overbar) and
a fluctuating part (denoted by prime): c = c̄ + c′ . The prognostic equations for any
variable c in the flow are of the form
∂c
Dc
=
+ V · ∇c = Sc
Dt
∂t
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(2)

where the first term on the right-hand side is the tendency and the second term the
advection of the variable c. Sc represents the source/sink term for the variable. With
the help of Reynolds decomposition, taking a time average, and a fair amount of
manipulation we get
∂c
+ V · ∇c = S c − ∇ · (c′ V ′ ).
(3)
∂t
The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is the turbulent flux convergence.
It describes the net effect of turbulent mixing to the time variations of the average
(tendency of c, first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (3)). Normally the horizontal
terms can be neglected since they are small (horizontally homogeneous turbulence)
and only the convergence of the turbulent vertical flux remains. Thus the prognostic
equation (neglecting advection) becomes
∂c
∂(c′ w ′ )
= Sc −
,
∂t
∂z

(4)

where w ′ is the fluctuation of the vertical wind component w, and the overbar denotes
a time average. Now the turbulent vertical fluxes (last term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (4)), which are large in the PBL, need to be described. This can be achieved
in two ways: either they are described with the help of the averages of the variables
(first-order closure), or by formulating new prognostic equations for them (higherorder closure). The latter alternative, however, will include turbulence terms of higher
degree (involving variables of type c′′ w ′′ ), which again have to be described in one of the
aforementioned ways. This way the “closure problem” of turbulence is only postponed
further in the higher-degree approach.
Most often first-order closure is used, meaning that the covariance terms are described
with the help of vertical gradients of the means using a diffusion-type equation
c′ w ′ = −Kc

∂c
.
∂z

(5)

The eddy viscosity coefficients (Kc ) analogous to a diffusion coefficient can be evaluated
using turbulence measurements, and it appears that the coefficients for scalars (temperature, humidity, and so forth) are equal, but they differ from that of momentum.
Now, after substitution of (5) the prognostic equation, Eq. (4), becomes


∂c
∂c
∂
Kc
.
(6)
= Sc +
∂t
∂z
∂z
The eddy coefficients need to be inside the derivative since they depend on the flow
and its stability and thus vary strongly in time and space. Equations for the eddy
viscosity coefficients will be described later.
The static stability could be described as a precursor of turbulence, and it is related
to the temperature profile of the layer involved. Stability of the atmosphere can be
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described, for example, with the help of a dimensionless Richardson number Ri, which is
the ratio of the two components producing turbulence: buoyancy and shear. Buoyancy
is related to density differences and thus temperature differences, and shear is the
change in wind direction and/or change in wind velocity with height. Ri can be defined,
for example, in terms of the vertical gradients of the variables, in which case it is called
the gradient Richardson number:
Ri =

g ∂θ
θ ∂z

∂u 2
∂z

(7)

where the numerator is the component describing the effect of buoyancy, and the
denominator the effect of the vertical wind shear.
Another useful measure is the friction velocity, which is connected to the turbulent
p
momentum flux in the surface (constant-flux) layer. It is defined as u∗ = −u′ w ′
and it is used in the following for defining the eddy viscosity coefficients. The sign
convention here is such that flux from the atmosphere is negative, thus u′ w ′ is negative
since in the PBL the momentum flux is always towards the surface, and the minus sign
is needed in the square root to end up with a nonimaginary result.
The eddy viscosity coefficients that appeared in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) can be described
in different ways: in a neutral flow the coefficient for momentum Km is of the form
Km = l 2 |

∂U
|,
∂z

(8)

where the mixing legth l = kz describes the typical size of the eddies, and k is the
von Karman’s constant. A neutral flow is the simplest case, where the mean wind
velocity profile depends only on altitude and the momentum flux (which is constant in
the surface layer). The only possible non-dimensional combination of these variables
determining turbulence gives
z ∂u
1
= ,
(9)
u∗ ∂z
k
which can be integrated upwards from the altitude where the average wind velocity is
zero (so called roughness length, z0 ) to yield
u(z) =

z
u∗
ln( ).
k
z0

(10)

This is the famous logarithmic wind law that is valid in the neutral stationary surface
layer. Using this result another form for Km in the neutral case can be derived:
Km = u2∗ /(∂u/∂z) = ku∗ z

(11)

The other stability conditions, stable and unstable, are discussed separately in the
following.
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It can be shown that turbulence can, to a good accuracy, be described with the following three variables: friction velocity u∗ , scale temperature T∗ = −(θ′ w ′ )0 /u∗ and a
combination g/θ, which is related to the buoyancy force. These variables can be combined into a length scale that is a measure of turbulence, called the Obukhov length
L=

u2∗ T0
,
gβkT∗

(12)

where T0 is the average temperature of the surface layer. The parameter β = 1 +
0.61T0 cp E0 /H0 describes the influence of humidity to buoyancy, E0 is the latent heat
flux, and H0 the sensible heat flux on the surface. In a stable situation L > 0 and in
unstable situations L < 0.
With the help of this measure, turbulence can be simply described with two variables,
z and L. Normally they are combined to a dimensionless height ζ = z/L, which also is
a measure of stability (ζ < 0 in unstable, ζ > 0 in stable and ζ = 0 in neutral boundary
layer).
Now, using the dimensionless wind gradient of Eq. (9), we can formulate the following
equations for a non-neutral PBL
1
z ∂u
= φm (ζ),
u∗ ∂z
k

(13)

z ∂c
1
= φc (ζ),
(14)
T∗ ∂z
k
where the universal functions for momentum φm (ζ) and scalars φc (ζ) depend on stability, and need to be derived from observations. The boundary condition in a neutral
situation when ζ = 0 requires that φm (0) = φc (0) = 1. For all scalars the universal
function φ(ζ) will be the same, but the form of function φc (ζ) for scalars may differ
from function φm (ζ) for momentum. Often-used terrestrial forms for these empirical
functions are the so-called Dyer-Businger forms
φm (ζ) = φc (ζ) = 1 + 5ζ
φm (ζ)2 = φc (ζ) = (1 − 16ζ)−1/2

(15)
(16)

for stable (ζ > 0) and unstable (ζ < 0) conditions, respectively. Different forms for
these functions are tested in the MPF case in Paper II.
From the definition of the neutral eddy viscosity coefficients (Eq. (11)) it can be seen
that for stable and unstable situations the coefficients are of the form
Km =

ku∗ z
.
φm (ζ)

(17)

Thus, in unstable situation the coefficients are larger than in a stable case (mixing is
more efficient in unstable than in neutral or stable case). Equation (17) reduces back to
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Eq. (11) in the neutral case, where φm (ζ) = φc (ζ) = 1. Profiles for all variables, wind
and scalars, can be calculated from the Monin-Obukhov vertical gradients, Eq. (13)
and Eq. (14), via integration between heights z0 and z.

3.2

The one-dimensional PBL model for Mars

The University of Helsinki 1-D PBL model is a z-coordinate column model developed for Mars by Savijärvi (1991a,b). It is based on the 2-D terrestrial σ-coordinate
mesoscale model (Alpert et al., 1982; Alestalo and Savijärvi, 1985), which was also
later used in Mars studies (Savijärvi and Siili, 1993; Siili, 1996; Siili et al., 1997). The
1-D model equations are
∂u
∂t
∂v
∂t
∂θ
∂t
∂q
∂t
∂qice
∂t

∂
∂u
(Km )
∂z
∂z
∂
∂v
= −f (u − ug ) + (Km )
∂z
∂z
L
∂
∂θ
R/cp 1 ∂
=
(Kh ) − (p0 /p)
Rnet + (p0 /p)R/cp (C − E)
∂z
∂z
cp ρ ∂z
cp
∂
∂q
=
(Kh ) − C + E
∂z
∂z
∂
∂qice
=
(Kh
) + C − E.
∂z
∂z
= f (v − vg ) +

The pressure on all the atmospheric z-levels is calculated via the hydrostatic equation
from the predicted temperature profile. The model predicts the following quantities:
potential temperature θ, horizontal wind components u and v, specific humidity q, and
ice mixing ratio qice . The potential temperature is defined as θ = T · (p0 /p)R/cp . T is
the temperature, p the pressure, and p0 the reference pressure of 7 hPa. R is the gas
constant, cp the heat capacity in constant pressure, and Rnet is the net radiative flux
(the sum of the net solar and net longwave fluxes). Km and Kh are the turbulent mixing
coefficients for momentum and heat, respectively, C accounts for condensation of water
vapour into ice, and E the sublimation of water ice to vapour. ρ is the atmospheric
density, and f the Coriolis parameter. ug and vg are the horizontal components of the
geostrophic wind, and they can be used in the model to describe the flow of larger
scales (from observations or climate models). The diffusion equation
∂T
1 ∂ ∂T
=
(λ )
∂t
ρc ∂z ∂z

(18)

calculates the temperature in the soil and at the surface with the predicted thermal
balance (net heat flux) on the surface as a boundary condition. ρc is the volumetric heat
capacity (the product of density ρ and heat capacity c) and λ the thermal conductivity
of the soil. Soil moisture is not predicted but is kept constant, fixed to a value that
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keeps the atmospheric precipitable water amount at the observed values. Cloud/fog
water ice is formed in the model when the saturation ratio exceeds unity (relative
humidity exceeds 100%). The radiative effects of the fog were not accounted for in the
radiative transfer scheme, since the forming very thin fog is radiatively negligible. The
assumption of critical saturation ratio of unity was tested in Paper III in the MPF
case with the help of a nucleation model.
The number and altitude of model levels can be modified according to desired resolution. In the model runs described in Papers I–II there were 23 levels up to 25 km
altitude with high-resolution spacing in the lowest layers of the atmosphere, and the
lowest atmospheric levels were fixed to the heights of the lowest and highest temperature sensors of the MPF (0.52 and 1.27 m, respectively) to facilitate direct comparison
with observations.
The turbulence scheme is based on the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Equations
(3)-(17)) for the lowest layer and on the mixing length theory with Blackadar formulation (with an asymptotic mixing length of 300 m) above the lowest layer. The radiative
transfer code in the model has been compared with line-by-line (LBL) multiple scattering calculations in average Martian conditions: thereby the gaseous longwave emissivity scheme for CO2 and H2 O was improved, and dust was introduced via the grey
approximation, as described in Paper II. The shortwave scheme was also improved
and modified by introducing a two-stream method for Martian dust as described in
detail in Savijärvi et al. (2005).

3.3

The Mars Pathfinder case and sensitivity tests with the
model

Reanalyzed wind data of MPF became available in 2004 (J. Murphy, New Mexico State
University, personal communication) and called for new modeling of the MPF-observed
boundary layer, although the 1-D model of the University of Helsinki had produced
good results on the task already (Savijärvi, 1999). Also the model had been slightly
improved from the Savijärvi (1999) version, mainly by the LBL-tuned and validated
radiation scheme.
3.3.1

The reference case

A reference run for the MPF case is introduced in Paper I, including the main modifications made to the model. The results showed a very active convective PBL during
the day, dominated by radiative effects of CO2 and dust, and a stable boundary layer
with fog formation in the early morning hours. The model results compared well with
the MPF data following closely the observed overall cycle of temperatures, but the
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temperature gradient between the lowest atmospheric layers (the temperature sensor
heights) was slightly too small (see Figure 2 in Paper II). The local effects of landing
gear and solar panels are not taken into account in the model, and it is uncertain how
they have affected the temperature observations. The model captured quite well the
observed wind speeds (see Figure 2 in Paper II), and the model predicted a supergeostrophic nocturnal low-level jet in the morning due to inertial oscillation during the
night.

3.3.2

Sensitivity tests: turbulence

The reference case introduced in Paper I was used in the following Paper II for
comparison of turbulence parameterizations, testing the effect of water vapour and
dust on the radiative transfer, and studying the sensitivity of the surface temperature
cycle on the properties of the soil. The model was used also to produce a weather
prediction for the Beagle 2 lander that unfortunately was lost during landing and did
not transmit data for comparison with the model.
The turbulence scheme of the model was modified to use asymptotically correct stability
functions for very unstable situations (Delage and Girard, 1992), which also resolve
correctly the matching between the surface layer and the Ekman-layer (the layer above
the surface layer where fluxes can not be considered constant anymore). The model
results using the formulae of Delage and Girard (1992) and the popular Dyer-Businger
forms (DB, Dyer, 1974) were compared to the MPF wind data. Even though the
Martian surface layer is very unstable during daytime, the DB forms, at least in this
case, were describing the behaviour of turbulence well enough. Perhaps the backgroud
wind used also helped in keeping the wind profile well-mixed in the model during
the day. However, also Delage and Girard (1992) pointed out that their form for
the universal function for momentum φm did not produce significant changes in the
kinematic stress calculated with their model. The function φh has an effect mainly in
the fluxes of latent and sensible heat, which we did not study in detail with our model,
and which are small in the Martian surface layer. These points may explain at least
partly why our results were not particularly sensitive to the forms of functions φm and
φh .
An iterative surface layer (using the DB-functions) was also introduced, where the
surface heat fluxes and the Obukhov length were iterated until convergence (heat fluxes
within 0.001 W/m2 ). The iteration did not change the results, probably due to the
short timestep of 10 s used in the model, which already ensures frequent updating of
the variables.
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3.3.3

Effects of water vapour and dust on radiative transfer

The effects of variable water vapour and dust on the downwelling longwave radiation
(DLR) and on surface and near-surface temperatures were also tested in Paper II. The
main result was that water vapour has an effect of 10% on the DLR throughout the
sol in the MPF case with 25 precipitable microns of water. The effect of dust (τ = 0.3)
was about 25%, and the two together account for about one third of the DLR. The
DLR has a big effect on the surface and near-surface temperatures (see Figure 4 in this
section, and Table I and Figures 4 and 5 in Paper II). Especially during the night,
when the DLR dominates the surface radiative balance, water vapour has a significance
in increasing surface temperatures, as does dust (2–3 K). During daytime the DLReffect is similar, but now dust also acts as an absorber and scatterer of solar radiation,
and thus shadows the surface. This leads to an overall effect of higher daytime surface
temperatures with less dust in the atmosphere, and lower surface temperatures with
higher atmospheric dust amounts. The atmospheric temperatures at 1.3 m, however,
behave differently. Without dust the daytime temperatures are clearly lower than in the
dusty case, since dust is not absorbing the longwave radiation emitted by the hot surface
and the spectral window of the dust-free CO2 atmosphere is wide. With the strongly
absorbing dust in the atmosphere the air temperatures are higher. Thus the diurnal
temperature cycle is damped on the surface by a dusty atmosphere, as seen also in the
VL observations (Ryan and Henry, 1979). In the atmosphere, however, the whole cycle
gets warmer than without dust. This effect of dust is significant also in the formation
and development of dust devils in the Martian atmosphere, since the absorption of
solar and longwave radiation enhances the circulation in them (Fuerstenau, 2006).

Figure 4: The 1-D model results in Pathfinder conditions, season Ls =140◦ , for the
effect of dust on surface (higher curves) and lowest model level (lower curves, 1.3 m
altitude) temperatures with no dust and well-mixed dust with visible optical depth of
τ = 0.3.
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Also the effect of solar zenith angle in dusty conditions was investigated by modeling
the onset conditions of the first autumn dust storm observed by Viking Lander 1,
when the slant solar radiation travels a longer way through the dusty atmosphere and
is consequently attenuated. We tested dust optical depths of τ = 0.5 (onset of the
storm) and τ = 3.0 (during the storm). The model reproduced a 10 K decrease in the
1.3 m daytime maximum temperatures and a 5 K increase in the nighttime minimum
temperatures, as was observed by the lander (Ryan and Henry, 1979).

3.3.4

Properties of the surface: effect on the diurnal surface temperature
cycle

The UH 1-D model was used in Paper II to investigate the effect of surface properties
and surface heat fluxes on the ground temperatures predicted by the model. The
surface heat fluxes were neglected in the model that was used in retrieving thermal
inertia values from the observations of TES/MGS (Mellon et al., 2000). The heat fluxes
are included in the UH 1-D model used in Papers I–II. Our goal was to estimate the
possible error made in the thermal inertia retrieval. However, most probably because
of the weakness of heat fluxes in the thin atmosphere, they do not impose a large effect
on the surface temperatures: the two models agreed fairly well with a large range of
thermal inertia values (to 1-2 K). An example of the results of the 1-D model is shown
in Figure 5, which is a reproduction of Figure 1 in the article of Mellon et al. (2000).
√
The thermal inertia I = ρcλ is the root of the product of the volumetric heat capacity of the soil ρc (where ρ is the density and c the heat capacity) and the soil
thermal conductivity λ. Thermal inertia can be retrieved from orbital observations of
diurnal cycle of surface temperature, but its components, heat capacity and thermal
conductivity, are not as straightforward to deduce. We tested the possibility of using
the 1-D model and MPF observations to derive the most likely behaviour of the two
properties of the soil. In the above comparison with Mellon et al. (2000) the heat
capacity ρc was kept constant and the thermal conductivity λ varied to produce the
required values of I. We tested the sensitivity of surface temperatures on the variation
of both properties while keeping I constant: constant I suggests constant amplitude
and phase of the diurnal surface temperature variation. However, with changing the
values of ρc and λ have an effect on the shape of the curve. Indeed, it appeared that
surface temperatures respond more strongly to variations in thermal conductivity λ
than in variations of heat capacity ρc. With ρc halved and λ doubled from the reference values, surface temperatures in the afternoon stay too low, fall quickly, and stay
nearly constant throughout the night. If ρc is doubled and λ halved, the fit is better,
but the afternoon peak temperatures are still too low, and the surface stays too warm
during the night. Thus it seems that the realistic range for the heat capacity ρc in
the MPF site is near the reference value of 0.8 − 0.9 · 106 J m−2 K−1 , and the value of
thermal conductivity λ can be adjusted to achieve the desired value of thermal inertia
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I. It would be interesting to study this matter further with other lander observations
to compare with locations with different soil properties.
The daily cycle of surface temperature with different thermal inertia values
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Figure 5: The effect of thermal inertia (W m−2 s−1/2 K−1 ) to the daily cycle of surface
temperatures according to the 1-D model. ρc was kept constant and only λ was varied.

3.3.5

Beagle 2 landing site climate

Paper II presents model runs of average monthly climatic conditions for the unsuccessful Beagle 2 lander landing site (the planned landing ellipse was centered at
11.6◦ N, 269.5◦ W). The model was initiated with data from the Mars Climate Database
(MCD, Lewis et al., 1999), mainly for geostrophic wind, surface pressure, and temperature. Dust opacity and precipitable water vapour amounts were fixed according to
the MGS/TES observed values.
The Beagle 2 model predictions showed mild, temperate climate with little variation in
the tropical temperature through the year, winds were tradewinds typical to the tropics
(related to the Hadley cells), and even above-zero temperatures (2.3◦ C) were reached in
the model runs. Saturated conditions were reached for short periods during the night,
but no significant fog formation occurred. Also Bingham et al. (2004) published an
article on the Beagle 2 landing site weather according to the MCD, and their conclusions
mostly agree with our results. They predicted a surface pressure rise during the mission,
which is seen in our input data (taken from the MCD as well), but the predicted surface
temperatures for the approximate time of landing from the 1-D model are slightly higher
(maxima 275.5 K vs. 268 K) than those of the MCD. Bingham et al. (2004) used the
MGS-scenario to describe the dust optical depth, and we also used the MGS results,
but it is possible that the values differ, influencing the temperature prediction. Our
model also predicted stronger winds at the surface at 13:00 local time (8 m/s at 1.4 m
vs. 5 m/s at 4 m by Bingham et al. (2004)). Their 5 m wind reached 8 m/s in the dust
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storm case of maximum optical depth of τ = 5. Wind maxima for the MGS-scenario
were reached at 16:00 local time in the beginning and the end of the mission, whereas
our maxima were reached closer to noon, at around 13:00 local time. Unfortunately
no data arrived from the lander for comparison with the results.
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4

Nucleation in the Martian atmosphere

The Martian clouds have been concluded to form from H2 O (more frequently) and
from CO2 (rarely), since they are the two volatiles condensing on the polar ice caps,
and since the observed temperature regimes imply the same to happen also in the
atmosphere. The cycles of water, CO2 and dust have been briefly reviewed in Section
2.3 and clouds and fogs of Mars in Section 2.6. Section 2.2 mentions observations of
clouds and fogs on Mars. In the following the focus is on the cloud formation process
itself. Nucleation theories, both homogeneous and heterogeneous, and both one- and
two-component, are here reviewed briefly. A more accurate description can be found
in Papers III-V.
The first step in particle formation is nucleation, which involves a phase transition. In
an atmosphere the transition occurs from vapour phase to solid or liquid clusters of
molecules, but in a liquid nucleation can also happen from liquid to gas (like bubbles
in a lemonade bottle) or liquid to ice (when opening a supercooled lemonade bottle or
when a supercooled water droplet encounters another aerosol particle, or any surface,
like the wing of an aeroplane). On Mars there is no liquid phase for substances in
the atmosphere, so the transition happens from vapour to solid (ice). In general, the
clusters can form either directly from the vapour phase, or they can form on a preexisting surface. The processes are called homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation,
respectively. Homogeneous nucleation requires more energy, since there is more new
phase-separating surface to be created. Heterogeneous nucleation is easier because the
pre-existing particle (condensation nucleus/nuclei, CN) provides a part of the surface.
However, in some situations pre-existing surfaces are not available, in which case homogeneous nucleation may occur. On Mars the ubiquitous dust acts as the CN, and
most probably clouds on Mars form via heterogeneous nucleation since dust is readily
available in nearly all conditions. The formation of clouds may also happen so that
first the H2 O crystals form on the dust, and later on CO2 can nucleate on the water ice crystals: the efficiency of water ice as a seed seems to be better than that of
Mars analog minerals (Gooding, 1986). Thus cloud formation on Mars is a link between the major climatic cycles of water, CO2 and dust, exhibiting highly nonlinear
behaviour (Michelangeli et al., 1993; Rodin et al., 1999) that affects radiative transfer,
and through it, the atmospheric circulations.

4.1
4.1.1

Nucleation theory
A summary of nucleation thermodynamics

Here and in Papers III-V the classical nucleation theory is briefly reviewed. A more
detailed description of nucleation theory can be found in Volmer (1939), Reiss (1950),
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Figure 6: A schematic plot of the equilibrium state for a one-component system. The
vapour phase is in saturation (S = 1) and the fluxes to and from the source exactly
balance.

Fletcher (1958), Stauffer (1976), Trinkaus (1983), Keesee (1989), Pruppacher and Klett
(1997), and Vehkamäki (2006).
There are always clusters in a vapour, but only some of them reach sizes that are
favorable to growth. These clusters are called critical clusters, and properties related
to them are from now on marked with asterisk as superscript (∗ ). The concepts of
saturation ratio, gas phase activity, equilibrium and supersaturation are important in
the following, and are briefly explained here. In a closed container of liquid (or solid)
and vapour of the same substance an equilibrium (saturation) is reached when the
vapour fluxes to and from the liquid (solid) source exactly balance (see Figure 6). If
the vapour is subsaturated (less vapour than in the equilibrium state), the flux from
the source grows so that equilibrium is reached. If the vapour is supersaturated, the
balancing flux is from the vapour to the source. However, in an atmosphere there
may not necessarily be a liquid or solid surface available to help maintain equilibrium,
and thus super(or sub)saturated state can form and prevail. Saturation ratio Si , gives
the ratio of the partial pressure of the vapour to the equilibrium vapour pressure in
given conditions, so it tells how far from equilibrium (Si = 1) the system is. The
saturation ratio is defined as Si = pi /psat . pi is the partial pressure of the nucleating
vapour and psat is the saturation vapour pressure of the substance at temperature T .
In a multicomponent system the source can be defined either as the liquid or solid
mixture or as the pure substance: the gas phase activity Ag,i = pi /psat,pure describes
the saturation state of a system over the pure substance, whereas saturation ratio
Si = pi /psat,mix uses the mixture as a reference state (see Figures 7a and 7b).
The process that is required to balance supersaturation towards an equilibrium state
is nucleation, and critical clusters can form in a supersaturated state, provided some
conditions are met; these conditions will be described in the following.
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(b)
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Figure 7: Schematic plots of the definitions of a) saturation ratio Si (the liquid/solid
pool is the mixture), and b) gas phase activity Ag,i (the liquid/solid pool is the pure
substance i) in a multicomponent system.
The critical size is the size after which the growth of clusters is thermodynamically
favoured. The formation of critical clusters depends on reaching the top of the barrier
in Gibbs free energy of formation (Figure 8), linked to the saturation state of the
vapour. Figure 8 shows the Gibbs free energy of formation as a function of molecules
in the cluster: the critical size is found at the peak of the curve (where the derivative is
equal to zero). The barrier (critical formation energy) is lower and the critical cluster
smaller for larger saturation ratios. In the homogeneous case the critical formation
energy reads
4
(19)
∆G∗hom = πr ∗2 σg,l
3
where r ∗ is the radius of the critical cluster, given by equation
r∗ =

2σg,l vi
.
kT ln Si

(20)

In these equations σg,l is the surface tension (surface energy) between gas (g) and liquid
or solid (l) phases. A notation l=liquid is used here for the cluster even though the
condensed phase can be either liquid or solid: however, in terminology it is better to
separate the cluster from the solid pre-existing particle, the condensation nucleus. vi is
the molecular volume in the condenced phase of species i, k is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the temperature and Si the saturation ratio. The denominator of Eq. (20) is the
chemical potential difference between gas and liquid at the gas pressure for ideal gas
∆µi = −kT ln Si .

(21)

The number of molecules in the critical cluster can be calculated from the volume of
the cluster and density of liquid/solid
4
N ∗ = πr ∗3 ρl ,
3
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(22)

Figure 8: The Gibbs free energy of formation as a function of number of molecules for
temperature T =280 K and saturation ratios of S= 2 (solid line), 5 (dotted line), and
10 (dashed line).

assuming that the density of bulk liquid/solid, ρl , can be used to describe the density
of the cluster.
The above formula of the radius holds for both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation, but the formation free energy of the heterogeneous cluster,
∆G∗het = fg ∆G∗hom ,

(23)

is reduced from the homogeneous case (19) by a geometric factor fg . The number
of molecules in the heterogeneous cluster is related to the homogeneous case through
∗
∗
another geometric factor, fn , as Nhet
= fn Nhom
. These geometric factors are simply
derived from the cluster-substrate geometry, see Fig. 9 and Papers III-V. In Figure 9
RCN is the radius of the pre-existing particle and r ∗ the radius of the critical cluster.
The angle θ is the contact angle between the liquid/solid and the pre-existing particle,
and its cosine, the contact parameter m = cos θ is defined by Young’s equation as
m = cos θ =

σg,sol − σl,sol
σg,l

(24)

where σg,sol is the surface tension between the gas and pre-existing solid phases, and
σl,sol is the surface tension between the liquid/solid and pre-existing solid phases.
In two-component nucleation the numbers of molecules of the two species in the cluster
core and on the surface may differ, since some substances are more surface active
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θ
r*
RCN

Figure 9: The geometry of heterogeneous nucleation: a critical cluster of radius r∗ on
the surface of a pre-existing particle of radius RCN . θ is the contact angle.

(prefer to accumulate to the surface) than others. Thus the numbers of surface and
core molecules need to be calculated separately. The number of core molecules (the
molecules in the cluster not belonging to any of the cluster surfaces) in the cluster is
given by
4
N ∗ = πr ∗3 xi,l ρl (xi,l , T ),
(25)
3
where the density ρl is the density of the bulk mixture, and xi,l is the mole fraction
of the species i in the critical cluster core, which can be iteratively solved from the
equality
∆µ2 (xi,l )
∆µ1 (xi,l )
=
.
(26)
v1 (xi,l )
v2 (xi,l )
The calculation of the numbers of molecules in the cluster surfaces on gas-liquid
(g, l) and liquid-solid (l, sol) interfaces is described in Paper V. The total number
of molecules in the cluster is thus the sum of core molecules, given by the predicted
mole fraction in the cluster, and surface molecules, depending on the areas of the
surface interfaces.

4.1.2

Nucleation rate and nucleation probability

Nucleation is often measured as the amount of nucleated clusters per unit time in a
volume, on a surface area, or per pre-existing particle, defined as the nucleation rate
J. A general form for the nucleation rate is given by


−∆G∗
e
,
(27)
J = Rav ZF exp
kT
which consists of two parts: the kinetic prefactor (Rav ZF e ) and the thermodynamic
exponential part. In the kinetic prefactor Rav is the average growth rate of the cluster,
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Z is the Zeldovich factor, and F e is the equilibrium concentration of monomers (a
monomer is a single, unbound molecule as opposed to dimers, which are clusters of two
molecules bound together, trimers, etc.). The different formulations for components of
Eq. (27) are described in detail in Papers III-V, and are only qualitatively reviewed
here.
First, however, a word on units. The units of nucleation rate J for homogeneous nucleation are normally m−3 s−1 , i.e. formed clusters per cubic meter per second. These units
are not, however, very practical for describing heterogeneous nucleation, since the number of nucleated clusters per cubic meter depends then on the concentration of CN in
the volume of air. Thus more often units of m−2 s−1 or s−1 are used, meaning nucleated
clusters per pre-existing particle surface area per second, or per (pre-existing) particle
per second, respectively. Values of nucleation rate J in these units are not dependent
on the amount of CN. An even more useful measure is the nucleation probability (see,
e.g. (Lazaridis et al., 1992)). It is defined as
P = 1 − (JACN t)

(28)

where J is given in m−2 s−1 , ACN is the substrate surface area and t is the time interval
during which nucleation is assumed to happen (normally of the order of 10−3 s). The
nucleation probability describes the cluster-forming potential of the vapour and is not
dependent on the number of CN: but it does give the fraction of the CN that are
activated in nucleation in the prevailing conditions, and is thus very useful for cloud
formation studies. Thus, the concept of nucleation probability P is more general than
nucleation rate J. The concepts of onset and critical saturation ratio are used often
presenting the results of the model runs. Onset of nucleation is defined to happen when
a certain threshold nucleation probability P is reached. This threshold is in my studies
defined as P = 1 (Papers III-IV) or P > 0.5 (Paper V). The critical saturation
ratio is the value of saturation ratio Si at which the onset happens.
4.1.3

A summary of nucleation kinetics

The kinetic prefactor consists of three components, Rav , Z, and F e , as described above.
Each of the components is described here briefly, and the different kinetic models are
qualitatively reviewed.
At the critical size a cluster can grow if it acquires a monomer. It can also lose a
monomer, become subcritical, and decay. The critical cluster concentration in the
vapour needed to derive Eq. (27) is calculated for equilibrium conditions, but nucleation takes place in supersaturated vapour. The Zeldovich factor Z accounts for the
aforementioned two effects: the possible break-up of critical clusters, and the difference between the equilibrium vapour and the nucleating (supersaturated) vapour. The
Zeldovich factor involves calculating second derivatives of the free energy with respect
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to the number of molecules in the cluster. In the one-component case this is very
straightforward, but in the two-component case it requires numerical calculation of the
derivatives with respect to the total molecular numbers in the critical cluster (the sum
of surface and core molecules). The heavy numerics of solving the second derivatives
in the two-component case can be avoided by approximating the Zeldovich factor, for
example, with the help of an extension of the one-component Zeldovich factor by describing the monomer colliding with the cluster as an “average” of the monomers of
the two species. The Zeldovich factor for one-component heterogeneous nucleation is
described in detail in Paper IV. The different exact and approximate approaches for
calculating the Zeldovich factor in two-component nucleation are listed and applied in
Paper V.
The number of monomers F e in the homogeneous case is the equilibrium monomer
concentration in the vapour, whereas in the heterogeneous case it is calculated as the
number of monomers on the unit substrate surface. The latter can again be calculated
in two ways: the surface can be assumed to be totally covered by monomers (monolayer
assumption), or the concentration can be calculated from a steady-state between incoming and outgoing fluxes of monomers. The effect of the approach chosen is studied
in more detail in Paper III. For two-component nucleation studied in Paper V the
monomer number concentration is approximated as the sum of the monomer numbers
of the two components, and the steady-state approach is used.
The average growth rate Rav can be related to direct collisions of monomers with the
critical cluster (homogeneous nucleation and the direct vapour deposition approach of
heterogeneous nucleation, DVD), or to diffusion of monomers to the cluster on the
pre-existing particle surface (surface diffusion approach in heterogeneous nucleation,
SD). For description of both processes see, for example, Pruppacher and Klett (1997),
and the schematic pictures of Figures 10a and 10b. Naturally in reality both processes
are working simultaneously (see Figure 11), but the surface diffusion process is significantly faster than the direct vapour deposition, and thus the latter can be neglected
in most cases. In two-component nucleation the Gibbs free energy of formation is a
saddle surface in molecular number space, and the cluster has to overcome a barrier at
the saddle point. However, the direction most favorable for growth does not necessarily
coincide with the saddle point (this being the simplest approach), but may curve on
the slopes due to kinetics. This needs to be taken into account by calculating the collisions/diffusion in that direction. The direction angle of growth in the two-dimensional
size space of the two-component cluster can be calculated exactly or with varying levels
of approximations, for example with the help of mole ratios in the critical cluster. The
approximations are described and compared to the exact solution in Paper V.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 10: Schematic plots of the two models commonly used for the growth of the
critical cluster: a) direct vapour deposition, and b) surface diffusion.
4.1.4

Nonisothermal effects

In the Martian atmosphere CO2 , forming 95.3% of the atmosphere, may take part in
cloud formation. Thus the process takes place in near-pure vapour: in the absence of a
carrier gas. This needs to be taken into account at least in homogeneous nucleation and
in condensation. In the presence of a carrier gas frequent collisions with inert molecules
carry away the energy related to the phase transition, and the cluster formation can be
considered isothermal. In a near-pure situation the amount of monomers adhering to
the cluster far exceeds that of the inert monomers only colliding with it, and the released
latent heat warms the cluster, slowing down the nucleation process (Feder et al., 1966).
However, in heterogeneous nucleation the CN acts as a heat bath thermalizing the
cluster efficiently, and nonisothermal correction is not required.
In Papers III-IV the nonisothermal correction is taken into account also in heterogeneous nucleation, as was done in the work of Wood (1999), on which the studies of
Papers III-IV are based. However, in Paper V the correction is omitted as unnecessary in heterogeneous nucleation, but it is also shown that the effect of the correction
is negligible. The nonisothermal theory is mentioned here briefly since it is used in the
papers included in this thesis. It should also be noted that in the case of heterogeneous
nucleation in near-pure vapour on very small CN (smaller than the cluster itself) the
correction may need to be taken into account, as well as in ion-induced nucleation,
since in these situations the CN is too small to thermalize the cluster effectively.
The nonisothermal correction for nucleation in near-pure vapour is described by Feder
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Figure 11: A schematic picture of the combination of the two growth models (direct
vapour deposition and surface diffusion).

et al. (1966). Since the release of latent heat in the nucleation process is not transported
away in lack of a carrier gas, the cluster heats up, and the nucleation rate is slowed
down with a factor fδT
b2
fδT = 2
(29)
b + q2
where b is the energy lost when gas molecules collide with the cluster but do not adhere
to it, and q describes the energy acquired by the cluster with adhered monomers of the
nucleating vapour. The equations for b and q are described more in detail in Paper
III and Paper V.

4.2

Sensitivity of the heterogeneous nucleation rate

Calculation of the heterogeneous nucleation rate depends not only on the atmospheric
state (temperature, pressure, vapour amount, and so on) but also on the theoretical
approach used, and the properties of the CN. However, it should be noted that the
onset of nucleation is not very sensitive to the factors described here.
The kinetic prefactor in Eq. (27) for the nucleation rate consists of three parts: the
Zeldovich factor, the average growth rate (the growth model) and the equilibrium
concentration of monomers. As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, the growth model used
for the cluster can be chosen from two generally used formulations called the direct vapour deposition (DVD) and surface diffusion (SD). Theoretically (Pruppacher
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and Klett, 1997) the difference in the resulting nucleation rates is of the order of
exp[(∆Fdes − ∆Fsd )/kT ], the surface diffusion rate being faster. The difference was
105 –108 in the temperature range of our Mars model runs (see Paper III). In addition
to the growth model, also the Zeldovich factor includes the growth direction angle (see
Section 4.1.3). For two-component nucleation the kinetics of nucleation using the exact
theory requires heavy numerics, since both the growth direction angle of the cluster on
the Gibbs free energy surface and the exact Zeldovich factor require the second derivatives of the Gibbs free energy taken with respect to the total number of molecules in
the cluster. The exact solution and different approximations are compared in Paper
V. However, it should be mentioned here that for heterogeneous nucleation probability
the choice of Zeldovich factor, growth model and angle is not so crucial, as discussed
in Paper V. Nucleation probability is dominantly affected by the exponential of the
free energy, whereas the growth model and Zeldovich factor only appear in the kinetic
prefactor, thus having only a minor effect on the prediction of onset conditions.
The description of the amount of clusters and growth of the clusters requires information on the amount of available monomers. The different choices (the monolayer
assumption and the steady-state approach) for describing this are reviewed in Section 4.1.3, and they are discussed in Paper III. Naturally the monolayer approach
combined with surface diffusion gives the maximum nucleation rates. Note here that
despite its name the surface diffusion does not assume a monomer gradient that drives
the flow, but it only requires a source of monomers that will anyway jump to try
and join the cluster. Thus the monolayer is the maximum monomer source for the
surface diffusion growth rate. The monolayer assumption represents the maximum of
monomer concentration, but is quite unrealistic, since there is really no need for nucleation if the whole CN is already “wet” with molecules. The slowest nucleation rates
are achieved with steady-state monomer concentration and direct vapour deposition.
The steady-state approach is more realistic, but most probably the flux of monomers
to the cluster along the surface is much faster than the replenishing flux of monomers
from the vapour to the surface, and thus this approach should be still re-evaluated.
The CN size affects the nucleation rate, since nucleation is facilitated, to some extent,
by larger particle sizes. The models presented in Papers III-V utilize a monodisperse
size distribution, which means they use pre-existing particles of only one size. However,
the change of CN sizes with altitude in the atmosphere (due to sedimentation) was
taken into account in Paper III by introducing a CN size profile, where the CN
diameter changed according to a factor calculated by a deposition model for Martian
dust (Merikallio, 2003). The deposition model showed that the dust radius decreases
with a factor of 2 when going up to 20 km. The smaller the particles are, the more
difficult nucleation is, and thus higher up in the atmosphere the use of large particles
would give unrealistic nucleation rates. Our model using this simplified altitude profile
of dust size agreed well with a full aerosol model of Colaprete et al. (1999) that used
a full size distribution description, and we predicted H2 O nucleation also above 40 km
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where their model predicted H2 O cloud formation. However, without the correction
of dust size change with height, our predictions could have given unrealistically thick
layers of nucleation at high altitudes.
One note to make is that the contact angle θ (or contact parameter m = cos θ), given
by Young’s equation (Eq. (24)), is very poorly known for the Martian cases. Also the
surface tensions required in Young’s equation (Eq. (24)) are not known. We used values
of m evaluated by Michelangeli et al. (1993) for water and measured by Glandorf et al.
(2002) for CO2 , but there is not enough information on the minerological composition of
Martian dust to derive the contact angles, and the laboratory experiments of Glandorf
et al. (2002) were made with CO2 nucleating on a water ice film, not on a mineral
substrate. These evaluations are anyhow the best data available at the moment for
the contact angles in Martian nucleation. Another point is that even though classical
nucleation theory assumes spherical shape for both liquid and solid clusters, the real
phase and the shape of a cluster containing few or few tens of molecules are not
necessarily well defined and the concept of contact angle describes more the interaction
of the cluster and the surface and the properties of the surface than a real angle.

4.3

4.3.1

Summary of results on nucleation in the Martian atmosphere
One-component nucleation on Mars

Our models of homogeneous nucleation showed that formation of clusters directly from
the vapour phase requires very large saturation ratios, up to 105 –107, implying very
low temperatures that have not been observed in the Martian atmosphere. Another
point is that CN for heterogeneous nucleation are readily available on Mars because
of the well-mixed, ubiquitous dust. Thus the evident conclusion is that homogeneous
nucleation can not be the dominant pathway of ice crystal formation on Mars in its
present, dusty climate.
Heterogeneous nucleation thus is the most probable pathway for ice crystal formation
on Mars, and models were developed to describe both H2 O and CO2 nucleation. The
results from the heterogeneous nucleation models agreed with previous modeling (Inada, 2002; Colaprete et al., 1999) and with laboratory experiments (Glandorf et al.,
2002). The model of Inada (2002) used a different theoretical approach for describing
the monomer concentration and growth of the cluster. These approaches were tested
with our model, and the results agreed within two orders of magnitude in nucleation
rates when differences in theory were removed. The remaining difference was related
to the model of Inada (2002) using a polydisperse CN size distribution, whereas that
of our model was monodisperse.
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The basic runs for near-surface conditions (ps =6 hPa, T =100-300 K) showed that
water (300 ppm in vapour phase) starts nucleating at around 200 K on 1 µm radius
dust particles when saturation ratio exceeds 1.18. This result was consistent with
subsequent studies of modeling nucleation with the Mars Pathfinder entry profile, as
in Colaprete et al. (1999), and the nucleation model predicted ice crystal formation at
the same altitudes as the full cloud model of Colaprete et al. (1999).
For CO2 the model predicted onset of nucleation at nearly the same saturation ratio
as shown by the experiments of Glandorf et al. (2002), which is the only dataset so
far available for nucleation in Martian conditions. We used the contact angle derived
from their experiments, but our approach for nucleation theory (surface diffusion on
a spherical CN). The model-predicted onset saturation ratio agreed well with the observed one, and the small discrepancy in the results was related to the differences in
the theoretical approaches used and the experimental set-up.
The model for water was used also to study cloud and fog formation in different locations as a function of altitude. The surface fogs have only been observed from imaging
or indirectly speculated from lander observations, so the efforts of modeling studies
were mainly concentrating to reveal if fog formation at those locations during that season would be possible, and if so, what fog properties and settings for onset of nucleation
the models predict. To do this, atmospheric profiles were required, and one of them was
the aforementioned Mars Pathfinder entry profile. The other profiles were produced
with the 1-D model of the University of Helsinki, the same model that was used in the
PBL studies of Papers I–II. The fog formation at the Mars Pathfinder landing site
was predicted as before by simpler condensation schemes (e.g. Savijärvi, 1999; Savijärvi
et al., 2004), but nucleation took place in a shallower layer than previously modeled,
since the required saturation ratios are not equal to, but exceed, unity. The surface fog
at Memnonia region observed by Viking Orbiter 1 (Briggs et al., 1977) was modeled
and the model results compared to those of Inada (2002). Our model predicted nucleation in a shallower layer than the saturated layer predicted by Inada (2002), which is
again due to the significant supersaturation required for nucleation. The layer where
nucleation was expected was 100 m deep in our model runs and persisted through the
morning hours. The fog thickness can not be deduced from VO1 observations, so direct
comparison with observations is not possible. However, the models did show that fog
formation is possible at both locations, the MPF landing site and Memnonia region.
The MPF entry profile was used to compare our model with the full aerosol model of
Colaprete et al. (1999), and our model predicted H2 O nucleation at the altitudes where
the model of Colaprete et al. (1999) implied water ice cloud formation to take place.
Our goal was also to study CO2 cloud formation in the polar night, but the profiles of
the Mars Climate Database (Lewis et al., 1999) were inapplicable, since supersaturation
is not allowed to form in the general circulation model results that are included in the
database.
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The developed nucleation models worked well in comparison to data and other modeling, and they were later on developed further by removing any approximations still
left via the derivation of the accurate Zeldovich factor in Paper IV. The model runs
in the CO2 case of Paper III were rerun, and it was shown in Paper IV that the
results do not change much for large CN (RCN =1 µm, as used in Paper III), but the
difference can become significant for CN radii smaller than 100 nm.
The nucleation models developed are light, analytical models, that can be used to calculate required critical saturation ratios in atmospheric models. For the cloud climatology
to be correctly predicted, correct onset saturation ratios are important: using a critical
saturation ratio of unity overestimates the frequency of cloud formation and distorts
the climatology in a climate model, since in reality the saturation ratios required are
significantly higher than unity.

4.3.2

Two-component nucleation on Mars

Encouraged by the studies of multicomponent nucleation on Earth and clathrate formation on Mars mentioned in the end of Section 2.6, we started working towards
possible two-component nucleation of H2 O and CO2 on Mars. It should be pointed out
here that the classical nucleation theory does not predict anything about the forming
crystal structure or possible chemistry involved in the process: only the bulk thermodynamic properties used for the substances and the mixture may implicitly contain
such information, if they have been properly measured. Often such measurements are
not available, as is the case for Mars, and thus assumptions need to be made. Crystal
growth experiments, and measurements or more detailed modelling of the properties
of the substances are needed to define more accurately the full nature of the multicomponent clusters and subsequent crystals. A two-component homogeneous nucleation
model using the kinetics of Stauffer (Stauffer, 1976; Trinkaus, 1983) was modified for
heterogeneous nucleation and applied to a test system of laboratory measurements of
water and n-propanol (Wagner et al., 2003), and compared to previous modeling results (Kulmala et al., 2001). After these tests it was modified for Martian conditions.
The comparison to the experimental data and previous modeling brought up the question of different approaches to the kinetics of two-component nucleation, which became
another main topic of Paper V along with the Martian test case. The model used
in Kulmala et al. (2001) included several approximations mentioned earlier in Section
4.1.3. Those approximations, namely the direction angle of cluster growth and the
Zeldovich factor, were tested against the experimental data. According to the results
the approximations do not affect the prediction of nucleation onset, which is mainly
sensitive to the exponential of the Gibbs free energy, and not so much to the kinetic
prefactor containing the growth angle and the Zeldovich factor. In the comparison both
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Figure 12: An activity plot showing the two-component nucleation model results for
CN of 8 nm diameter for all used models and the experimental data for three different
mass fractions Xl of n-propanol. The lines depicting the model results nearly overlap
and are thus fairly indistinguishable.

models reproduced the observed behaviour of the system qualitatively well (Figure 12),
but failed to match the data quantitatively.
Anyhow, the small difference between the predicted onset activities for the laboratory
system and the experimental data is insignificant compared to the possible errors produced by the assumptions that had to be made for the Martian H2 O – CO2 system.
There is no thermodynamic data available for this system, and thus all the properties
had to be estimated, for example, by interpolating the properties of the pure components. We tested two approaches. The first was the ideal mixture, where the properties
of the mixture are calculated as mole-fraction-weighed averages of the properties of the
pure substances. The second one was the water – n-propanol system of the laboratory
experiments, and it was chosen since both n-propanol and CO2 are nonpolar, and thus
the properties of the laboratory mixture were thought to mimic, at least qualitatively,
the behaviour of the Martian system.
The possibilities for two-component nucleation were tested in two ways: first, the
model browsed through the whole activity space using different temperatures. The
model showed that two-component nucleation is possible in the whole parameter space.
Second, the parameter space used in the model runs was limited to that valid in
Martian near-surface conditions at the present epoch, as was done in the one-component
nucleation studies of Paper III. Water concentrations from 1 ppm to 300 ppm were
tested, and the mixture model was chosen to be ideal, since it is more favourable to
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Figure 13: The critical activities of one- and two-component nucleation for P >0.5
as a function of temperature in the Martian case for (a) 1 ppm of water, and (b)
300 ppm of water. The lines describe one-component nucleation and the symbols twocomponent nucleation. The gas phase activity in one-component system is equivalent
to the saturation ratio.
nucleation giving the lower limit of required activities. These model runs showed that
assuming the ideal mixture approach, two-component nucleation can happen in the
initial stages of one-component water nucleation, especially with small water amounts
in the vapour phase (Figures 13a and b). The activities required for two-component
nucleation are lower than those required for one-component nucleation. This result
implies that near those conditions where the one-component water nucleation model
predicts water nucleation, the two-component system nucleates as well, but it nucleates
in slightly higher temperatures and lower activities than pure water. The amounts of
molecules in the critical two-component cluster (Figure 14) show that with 1 ppm of
water there are about 20 CO2 molecules at maximum, and with 300 ppm the number of
CO2 molecules is smaller, about 2-3, mixed with some hundreds of water molecules in
both cases. So the composition of the model-predicted clusters is clearly a mixture of
CO2 and H2 O. However, in this study several assumptions had to be made, especially
related to the mixture properties, and since these properties affect nucleation onset
very much, some data on the thermodynamic properties of the substances is required
to confirm, or rule out, the results obtained here.
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Figure 14: The number of molecules in the critical cluster as a function of temperature
in the cases described in Figures 13a and b.
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5

5.1

Remarks on models and the connection of the
PBL and aerosols
Aerosols in the boundary layer

Important Martian aerosol processes occur near the surface. Dust is the radiatively
dominant aerosol particle in the Martian atmosphere, and the source of dust is the
surface. Dust is lifted to the atmosphere by a process called saltation, in which small
sand grains are lifted by the wind, after which they hit the ground again, lifting smaller
dust particles into the air. This process requires winds speeds reaching and overcoming
a certain treshold of surface stress, and is thus largely dependent on the state of the
near-surface atmosphere, the boundary layer. Since the prevailing (geostrophic) winds
in the Martian near-surface environment often seem to be too weak to induce dust
lifting, a possible answer to maintaining the background dustiness on Mars is the dust
devils that frequently occur and exhibit magnitudes exceeding their Terrestrial analogs.
The state of the PBL is dictating the formation of these vortices that are easily formed
in strongly convective situations. As shown in Section 4, dust is a major atmospheric
constituent affecting radiative transfer, and also cloud formation via the ability of dust
particles to function as condensation nuclei (CN).
Ice crystals form via nucleation on dust particles during fog formation in the PBL, as
shown in Paper III, and the fog formation was also modelled with a PBL model in
Papers I–II. However, in the MPF investigations of Papers I–III daytime clouds do
not form at the top of the boundary layer. There may be two reasons for this: First,
the subtropical air is typically dry and thus low temperatures are required for cloud
formation, and second, saturation is not reached in adiabatic cooling in ascending air
because the diabatic term caused by the radiative warming effects of CO2 and dust is
dominating in the atmosphere during daytime. However, in other locations and seasons
cloud formation in the boundary layer can be more frequent (for example in the polar
night, see, e.g. Colaprete and Toon (2002)).
Ice crystals, when formed, can scavenge the dust they formed on from the atmosphere,
since the crystals are bigger than dust particles, and thus have larger fall velocities.
Thus cloud formation affects the dust distribution in two ways: First, cloud formation
can limit the mixing of dust so that dust particles can not reach higher altitudes, since
the dust particles are activated as CN in the area of cloud formation. Second, each
cloud crystal cocoons a dust particle within, and takes it wherever they go, especially
downwards via sedimentation, changing the vertical distribution of dust. The redistribution of dust and ice particles affects the thermal structure of the atmosphere, thus
affecting cloud formation and mixing of dust. These aspects of water clouds on Mars
have been looked into by Michelangeli et al. (1993) and Rodin et al. (1999). The system of feedbacks between turbulence, dust lifting, dust radiative effects, atmospheric
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circulation and cloud formation is very complex, and detailed modeling and coupling
of the components is required for accurate description of the atmospheric state.

5.2

Advantages and disadvantages of PBL and nucleation
studies

The behaviour of the planetary boundary layer, despite the lack of exact theoretical
understanding of turbulence, is well known through modeling and observational studies
both on Earth and on Mars, and it has turned out that the similarity theory for
turbulence can be used on both planets. Naturally data from the PBL of Mars is sparse:
there are only three meteorological datasets, namely from VL1, VL2 and MPF, and
some data from the mini-TES instruments of the MERs. The two time series from the
Viking Landers covering more than 3 Martian years of data are still not fully analysed
and call for more research on the structure of the PBL at different seasons.
Mesoscale (non-global) models extending from one to three dimensions are excellent
testbeds because of their ability to model PBL processes with high resolution taking
into account different mesoscale phenomena, like slope winds (2/3-D models), effect of
contrasts in ice coverage or thermal properties of the soil (2/3-D), and even complex
larger scale circulations (like baroclinic waves) via boundary conditions (3-D). Models
can be developed to describe dust lifting, cloud formation, ice coverage on the surface
and its changes, gravity waves, and other detailed phenomena. However, all the models
need some input data. In the early days of modeling the Martian boundary layer (with
only Viking Lander 1 and 2 observations) several assumptions had to be made in lack
of data. For example, the roughness length of the surface (z0 ) needed for boundary
layer modeling had to be evaluated based on images sent by the landers: Haberle
et al. (1993) used the estimation by Sutton et al. (1978). Information on the slope
forcing at the lander sites had to be estimated as well (Haberle and Houben, 1991;
Haberle et al., 1993), whereas nowadays the Martian surface has been mapped with
high resolution by MOLA/MGS (Smith et al., 2001a) and information on slope angles
and directions can be acquired. Even presently dust optical depth and water vapour
amount have to be fit to observations from orbiting instruments for corresponding
season unless the lander itself provides such measurements. For some models boundary
conditions can not be acquired from observations only, but are needed from other
models. Boundary conditions from a global climate model are crucial for a limited-area
3-D model, especially for longer climate simulations. For 1-D and 2-D models normally
simpler boundary conditions are enough (prevailing average geostrophic wind, free-flow
boundaries, etc.)
A 1-D model is an excellent tool for testing turbulence parameterizations and radiative transfer for Mars, since most of the lander data at hand are from locations and
seasons without strong large scale disturbances (like baroclinic waves). Since in such
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conditions and locations the largest influence comes from local turbulence and radiative effects, the model-produced temperature profiles compare well with observations.
Winds produced by a 1-D model can be compared with observations in speed but not
necessarily in direction, unless the landing site is completely flat, or slope effects are
somehow included (as was done in Haberle and Houben, 1991; Haberle et al., 1993).
A 1-D model is also computationally light and thus serves as a good testbed for testing
parameterizations, which can then be used in larger scale models.
Naturally, all different scales are needed for atmospheric research, from the light 1-D
models via mesoscale limited-area 3-D models to global climate models. All of them
serve different purposes and thus complement each other. This continuity from small
scale models all the way to global scale exists, and does not stop in 1-D in the smallest end, but goes all the way down to 0-D, implying, for example, a box model for
cloud formation. Such models can be very precise and include all possible processes
of influence, but they need input data from a larger model or observations. The 0-D
models can be used for, for example, predicting cloud formation in any grid box in a
large scale atmospheric model, or dust lifting and consequent processes at the surface
or any atmospheric layer, and so forth, unless the computational expence becomes too
high. These 0-D models are important for developing computationally lighter process
parameterizations that can be included in large scale models, since often the full 0-D
models are not computationally feasible to include in global scale models, or even in
3-D limited area models.
In this work I have focused on the smallest scales, 0-D and 1-D modeling of the Martian atmosphere, and especially on most accurate process description possible. The
0-D models developed and employed in this work are the one- and two-component nucleation models of Papers III–V, and in Papers I–II I used the 1-D model for Mars
developed originally by Savijärvi (1991a,b). These studies can be used as a foundation for developing parameterizations of small scale phenomena in larger scale models.
Naturally there are also drawbacks. The models can not self-consistently simulate the
atmosphere, but need input data, and some processes are not described at all. The 0-D
models for nucleation only describe particle formation, and not the consequent growth,
so these models are only useful in calculating the initiation of cloud formation, but not
the size of cloud particles, settling velocities, opacity of clouds, and so on. The detailed
model results refine the large scale models via improvements in the process description,
such as more accurate radiative transfer and critical saturation for cloud formation. For
example, the computationally light one-component nucleation models can be included
in large scale models and be used to calculate critical saturation ratios in different
conditions (temperature, pressure, vapour amount, CN size). This has implications
for cloud climatologies in global models. In radiative transfer schemes some aspects
can be neglected (water vapour, ice clouds), but for instance in the northern summer
near the north pole the water vapour amounts are large enough to have a significant
effect on surface and near-surface temperatures, as shown by the 1-D model. Also in
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studies of past Martian climate assuming a thicker CO2 atmosphere leading to more
CO2 cloud formation, the radiative effects of clouds need to be taken into account for
the climate modeling to be realistic. Thus the accurate models on smallest scales are
vital for global climate studies by functioning as test benches for reviewing the scales
of different processes and their overall importance among others.
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6

Review of the papers

This thesis consists of five articles published in peer reviewed journals: one of the
articles is a short technical note (Paper IV). All the papers deal with modeling the
atmosphere of Mars with numerical models: only Paper IV has a weaker connection
to Mars via comparison of results from Paper III. Two different approaches to study
the Martian atmosphere have been adopted in the work presented in this thesis. The
first two papers (Papers I-II) present results from studies of the boundary layer of
Mars reflected via observations made by the Mars Pathfinder lander. The last three
papers (Papers III-V) form a group of studies revolving around particle formation
(nucleation) in the Martian atmosphere, utilizing classical nucleation theory applied
to both one- and two-component nucleation. Paper III combines the two different
regimes of the Martian atmosphere that are studied in this thesis by presenting results
of particle formation in the planetary boundary layer of Mars.
• Paper I deals with one-dimensional model runs compared with the Mars
Pathfinder data. The newly calibrated data had been received for comparison,
and since the observations had changed, as well as the model radiative scheme,
the model was compared against observations in a similar manner as in a previous
investigation of the Mars Pathdinfer data (Savijärvi, 1999). This paper provides
a baseline for the more detailed boundary-layer studies of Paper II.
• Paper II examines more in detail the boundary-layer processes at play in the
Martian atmosphere, and especially the formulations used to describe them in the
one-dimensional model. Emphasis is put on the treatment of turbulence and the
effect different atmospheric constituents (CO2 , H2 O, dust) have on the radiative
transfer. Surface temperature sensitivity was tested via different descriptions of
the properties of the surface material, and results from a previous study (Mellon
et al., 2000) were reproduced well. Tests were carried out to distinguish the relative roles of the soil thermal properties (thermal conductivity and heat capacity)
in the surface temperature cycle. Also the conditions at the Beagle 2 landing site
were predicted, but no data was received for comparison, since the lander was
lost at landing.
• Paper III involves detailed theoretical investigation of one-component nucleation on Mars taking into account the effects of the condensation nuclei size, the
approach for describing the growth of the formed embryo and the concentration
of monomers of the system, and the non-isothermal effects for CO2 on Mars.
One-component nucleation models are developed for homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation and for both components, CO2 and H2 O. The results of the
CO2 model are compared also against laboratory measurements, and those of the
water model against previous modeling results.
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• Paper IV provides mainly a more accurate description of theory of nucleation
used in Paper III, and compares the results using the old and the new approach. This is also the first publication of the exact form of the one-component
heterogeneous Zeldovich factor for spherical particles in the literature.
• Paper V introduces a completely new approach to nucleation on Mars, the
concept of two-component nucleation. A two-component homogeneous nucleation model utilizing the exact Stauffer kinetics is modified for heterogeneous
nucleation, and tested against laboratory experiments. Also two approximate
approaches for nucleation kinetics are tested. After testing the model it is used
to investigate the possibility of two-component nucleation of the Martian binary
system of CO2 and H2 O.
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Author’s contribution
I am alone responsible for the summary of the thesis.
In Paper I I was responsible for the numerical calculations. I collaborated in writing
all parts of the article.
In Paper II I carried out the numerical calculations for the sensitivity tests. I also
retrieved all the required parameters for the Beagle 2 model runs and and performed
them. I wrote the main bulk of the article.
For Paper III I developed models for calculating nucleation rates of one-component
homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation on spherical surfaces and applied them to the Martian conditions. I made all the numerical calculations and I also
wrote nearly completely all the sections of the paper.
The Paper IV presents the accurate formulation of the heterogeneous Zeldovich factor
derived by H. Vehkamäki: my role in this paper has been the initiator of more detailed
heterogeneous nucleation studies that have lead to the derivation of the accurate form.
I also conducted the numerical calculations and the comparison that are presented in
this paper: it improves the model described in Paper III and is thus linked to my
own work. I also wrote the result section of the paper and participated in writing the
other sections.
In Paper V I carried out the main modifications required to the model when dealing
with heterogeneous nucleation, and conducted the model runs. The main body of the
paper is written mainly by myself, with the exception of the theory of binary nucleation
and the Appendix A.
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7

Summary and future prospects

The driving force of the work in this thesis has been the awareness of several still
unanswered questions in Mars meteorology and climatology. Although the planet has
been observed with detailed instruments for decades, the scientific community is still
faced with surprises and puzzling observations. However, also Mars atmospheric models
have been developed for decades, ranging from global 3-D models to very local, 1-D
column models, or even 0-D cloud models, and with the help of models and observations
to constrain them, the present Martian climate is fairly well known.
My interest in the work conducted during this thesis has mostly been the development
of process description already in use in atmospheric models, such as turbulence, radiation, and cloud formation. In particular, testing for two-component nucleation has
been the first attempt to model this phenomenon in Martian conditions, and the quite
theoretical results can be seen interesting and calling for more research on the topic.
Overall my playfield in the framework of research of the Martian atmosphere has been
in zooming up certain processes and looking into them in detail.
The main results of this thesis are the following:
• Turbulence in the Martian PBL can be described with the help of similarity
theory and stability functions used for the Terrestrial PBL.
• Water vapour, along with dust, has a large impact on the downwelling longwave
radiation, which affects the surface temperatures significantly, especially during
nighttime. Thus water vapour should be included in Mars atmospheric models
as an important and very variable greenhouse gas.
• The turbulent surface heat fluxes on Mars are so small in the diurnal thermal
evolution of the soil that they can be left out when, for example, deriving thermal
inertia values from satellite observations.
• Cloud formation on Mars takes place in a majority of cases via heterogeneous
nucleation on the ubiquitous dust suspended in the atmosphere.
• The critical saturation ratios required for cloud formation clearly exceed unity for
both CO2 and H2 O clouds. Thus, for correct cloud climatologies in atmospheric
models the critical conditions for cloud formation should be calculated correctly
instead of assuming cloud formation to start at S = 1.
• Two-component nucleation on Mars is theoretically possible at nearly the same
conditions as one-component water nucleation (assuming ideal mixture).
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Observations are an important part of research, and in my opinion one of the most
important goals of future missions would be to get meteorological instrument packages
onboard every lander headed for Mars. The next big step in Mars atmospheric research
would be a network mission with meteorological equipment, as planned in the MetNet
project. However, support for such projects from the whole Mars science community
would be needed instead of them being left in the margins of focus. Fortunately, the
ExoMars and NEXT projects of the European Space Agency have a framework enabling
network missions. For meteorological purposes observations from anywhere on the
planet are useful: also the Earth’s continents are covered with weather stations and
ships provide data from the seas. Such continuous observations are vital for terrestrial
weather prediction models and meteorologists using them: the meteorologists who make
the final weather predictions refine, based on the newest observations, the computerpredicted fields that use older observational data. For atmospheric research on Mars
to go up to the next level, we need to aim towards continuous weather data enabling
forecasting efforts. Through this approach also Martian climate studies can be pushed
forward via understanding of present mesoscale phenomena, like local dust storms
and dust lifting in general, cloud formation, and so forth, since these processes play
a significant role in the climate. Considering dust and ice crystals, we still do not
know enough of their composition, size distributions and scattering properties. An
instrument designed to measure the size distribution of dust and its composition would
come in handy at this stage when the models are already so accurate that we need to
know the smallest details very well, particularly considering the radiative transfer,
which is so important in the dusty climate. The radiative effect of the clouds is small,
but for model validation some knowledge on the crystal composition, shapes, and size
distributions would be needed. Remote sensing can give us quite good evaluations, but
at least some measurements inside a radiative surface fog would be necessary. Infrared
spectroscopy of ice crystals could help us distinguish if there really are conditions
where CO2 and H2 O condense together and/or form clathrate, on the ground or in the
atmosphere.
In addition to acquiring more observations, both in amount and in accuracy, models
and the theoretical background need to be improved constantly. This thesis has pushed
forward some aspects, but there are still points to be addressed in the topics covered
by my research summarized here. Scientific research is an iterative process, and thus
this thesis is merely one step forward in that continuing path.
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